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Abstract

This dissertation articulates the need for a novel setting in which to study candidate

evaluations, particularly in light of the influx of female candidates running in the

past decade and in upcoming elections. I focus on voter comparisons of candidates;

in particular, voter evaluations of an election that has two women running against

each other. I draw upon a theoretical basis of stereotype use, stereotype activation,

and low-information and heuristic decision making to develop a theory as to why we

would expect voter evaluations of a two-female race to differ from a mixed-gender or

all-male race. The extant literature has two gaps: how voter evaluations of elections

change when they are asked to evaluate two competing candidates, rather than

one candidate in isolation; the second gap is examining voter evaluations of an all-

female race; specifically, the use of stereotypes to evaluate those female candidates.

This dissertation employs several experiments to move the literature and theory

forward, in addition to secondary data to improve external validity of my findings.

My findings suggest that 1) elections between two women are evaluated with more

reliance on stereotypes than elections that are between a man and a woman or all

men, 2) women candidates are seen as less qualified to hold office when presenting

themselves as feminine, 3) information on candidates does not ameliorate bias or

the use of stereotypes 4) factors that influence the perceptions of candidate ideology

vary greatly by party and body of Congress sought. Implications of these findings

illustrate the continued examination of woman vs. woman races, and the hurdles

female candidates will continue to face, particularly when they run against other

women. 1

1While the author acknowledges that there are more than two genders, and gender is a social
construct, for the purposes of this dissertation, I use only male and female categories of gender.
Should any cases of transgender, agender, or genderfluid candidates arise, I will make note of
them and explain as needed.
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1: Introduction and

Gender Saturation Theory

Setting the Stage

The Arizona general election for the U.S. Senate looked quite different than in years

past. Kyrsten Sinema, the race’s Democrat, held a J.D. and a PhD, and taught

at Arizona State University as an adjunct professor. She experienced homelessness

as a girl, is openly bisexual, and grew up in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

Day Saints (LDS). Her opponent, Republican Martha McSally, a former U.S. Air

Force combat pilot, holds a Masters degree from Harvard and graduated first in

her class from the Air War College. These two women faced off in the general

election, and the race was considered to be competitive.1 Sinema won the race,

but not before each woman ran advertisements, sent out fliers, and gave speeches

that portrayed themselves as a qualified candidate in her own way. McSally took a

less traditional route, framing herself as a former military servicemember, tough,

and capable; Sinema portrayed herself as more middle of the road, and a ’for the

people’ candidate who is an independent and constituent oriented leader.

1https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/politics/women-congress-governor/
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The race featured advertisements from both candidates attacking the other.

McSally’s campaign aired an advertisement in which McSally highlights her service

as a fighter pilot after 9/11, and calls attention to Sinema’s anti-war protesting.

McSally, in the advertisement, states: “While we were in harm’s way in uniform,

Kyrsten Sinema was protesting us in a pink tutu and denigrating our service.”

Images contrast McSally in a fighter pilot’s uniform while Sinema is at a protest

in a pink outfit.

Sinema’s own ads highlighted her as the ‘third most independent representative

in the House’ and her work across partisan lines. She even featured her ex-Marine

brother in one of her advertisements. 2 Each of the candidates addressed her op-

ponent in interviews or advertisements. Furthermore, the candidates highlighted

the fact that they were women in politics in one way or another. In her cam-

paign announcement video, McSally stated “I’m a fighter pilot, and I talk like one.

That’s why I told Washington Republicans to grow a pair of ovaries and get the

job done.”3

Sinema appeared at an event for the The Republic, an Arizona newspaper

with McSally. When asked about the advertisements in the campaign, Sinema

stated ”I’m incredibly disappointed with the path that Martha has chosen in this

campaign. From the very beginning she has chosen to run a very personal very

negative campaign, and I don’t believe in that. . . . I think it’s wrong for our state

and our country. And I think it’s frankly beneath us. . . ”. She goes on to say that

McSally “attacked her with knowingly false attacks and divisions.” In response to

this, McSally says “Look Kyrsten, this isn’t personal. This isn’t personal at all.

You want to be a United States Senator? You need to grow some thick skin.” 4

A quick google search turns up hundreds of videos, news articles, and advertise-

2https://youtu.be/6xqT-xqfsqs
3https://awpc.cattcenter.iastate.edu/2018/03/05/martha-mcsally-announcement-video-

january-12-2018/
4https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/politics/elections/2018/10/17/arizona-us-senate-

martha-mcsally-kyrsten-sinema-battle-over-treason-allegation-campaign-tone/1676794002/
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Gender Saturation Theory

ments about the race between these two women. It was covered extensively due to

its novelty: the result of the race would send Arizona’s first woman to the Senate.

In an unexpected twist of events, Senator John McCain passed away shortly be-

fore the 2018 general election, leaving his seat vacant. Governor of Arizona Doug

Doucey appointed McSally to complete McCains term, leaving her the chance to

also serve Arizona for 2 years. After the election, both women got the chance to

serve their state. Many other women who run do not get this chance: one women

must prevail.

This dissertation helps scholars understand why elections between two women

are substantively different than elections between a woman and a man or two men.

Specifically, I seek to understand how voters rely on gender stereotypes to evaluate

women running for office. In the election described above, both women highlighted

both traits and policy issues to seperate them in the minds of voters. Sinema was

painted as a tutu-wearing softie, while McSally painted herself as a war-plane flying

heavy hitter. This dichotomy is one that we are used to seeing in politics, but now,

we begin to see it emerge in elections between two women. This is wholly uncharted

territory: scholars have not yet examined whether elections between women are any

different than elections between men or a man and a woman. I seek to rectify this.

Below I detail the relevant literature, present a theory of my own design, and

discuss the chapters in this dissertation.

******************

Introduction

One can imagine the difficulties these two female candidates must overcome to be

evaluated in the same manner as their male peers. Their looks might be scruti-

nized, their policy positions considered not feminine enough, or not strong enough.

Perhaps they will be seen as more trustworthy because they are women, but less
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competent for the same reasons. Their familial roles may be critiqued, and they

might be asked how they maintain work-life balance. These are considerations vot-

ers perhaps entertain when examining a woman running for office. The existing

literature confirms that these factors can play a role in candidate evaluation and

vote choice. What happens, however, when voters are asked to evaluate two women

in an election is largely unknown. We know that under certain conditions, voters

use stereotypes to evaluate female candidates. Do these patterns hold when voters

are required to consider two women running simultaneously? These questions build

the base of this dissertation.

While women have been seeking elected office since they acquired the right to

vote, the academy, until several decades ago, had limited understanding on the

gender dynamics at play in electoral settings. Specifically, a dearth of scholarship

existed that examined the effects of a candidate being a woman on voter eval-

uations. Virginia Sapiro’s study of respondents evaluating political speeches was

groundbreaking, as it illustrated that when the content of the speeches was held

identical, and the name of the candidate was changed to signal gender, respondents

evaluated the woman candidate more poorly than the male candidate (Sapiro,

1981). After these findings were published, other scholars began investigating fe-

male candidates in earnest. Scholars identified stereotype use as a contributing

element to more negative evaluations of female candidates (Huddy and Terkildsen,

1993) (Sanbonmatsu, 2002). The extant literature also debated whether stereo-

types did indeed help or harm female candidates (Bauer, 2018) (Schneider and

Bos, 2014) (Brooks, 2013) (Dolan, 2008). In recent years, scholars generally agree

that stereotype use under certain circumstances can influence voter evaluations of

candidates.

The impetus, in part, for this scholarship has been the dearth of women in a

host of elective offices; namely in local government, state legislatures, Congress,

and the presidency. At the federal level, there are seven cabinet level positions and

three Supreme Court seats filled by women. One hundred and seven (20 percent)

13



Chapter 1: Introduction and Gender Saturation Theory

members of Congress are women; 23 seats of one hundred (23 percent) in the

Senate, and 84 (19 percent) of 435 in the House. When considering state level

offices, including state legislatures, governors, and local mayors, women do not

exceed 30 percent of representatives (CAWP, 2018).

Women seeking elected office are certainly worth scholarly attention; however,

one key area of scholarship is lacking. This area is races with two female candi-

dates competing for the same office. As the number of women running for office

increases, so does the number of races where two women are competing for the

same seat. These instances provide a unique opportunity to examine candidate

and gender stereotypes. The gap in the literature examining not only voter evalu-

ations of two candidates in competition, but examination of two female candidates

simultaneously, is an area of research that this dissertation tackles.

The literature that considers evaluation of female candidates utilizes myr-

iad methods, including experiments to manipulate respondent evaluations, large

datasets such as the ANES to elicit feeling thermometer ratings, and survey-

experiments (Sapiro, 1981) (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993) (Dolan, 2004). A popu-

lar design among gender and politics scholars asks respondents to read a vignette

about a candidate pursuing political office, with gender, policy, partisanship, or

characteristics altered to provide points of comparison (see Sapiro, 1981, for ex-

ample). While this method of examining candidate evaluations is tried and true, it

overlooks a critical element in voter evaluations: comparison. In real-world politics,

voters make a series of comparisons to determine who to vote for. Republican vs.

Democrat, man vs. woman, lawyer vs. farmer– the list could go on. Of particular

importance is when the point of comparison is gender.

When a man runs against a woman, or a woman runs against another woman,

voters go through a series of determinations and subconscious evaluations that

result in their vote choice (Lodge, Taber and Verhulst, 2011) (Bargh, Chen and

Burrows, 1996). Lodge et. al. summarize ‘online processing’ as automatic: “people

evaluate and integrate their evaluation into a summary judgement effortlessly, out-
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side conscious awareness”. Supporting these effortless judgements can be implicit

biases, as illustrated by implicit association tests (IATs) (Anderson, N.d.). Evi-

dence of these processes have also been demonstrated by (Popkin, 1994). Popkin

emphasizes that voters use low information rationality, which explains the process

of voters using information shortcuts to make voting decisions. Furthermore, voters

engage in numerous cognitive processes when evaluating a candidate. These include

categorizing a candidate into a familiar group, using partisan or ideological cues,

applying stereotypes to a candidate. Then voters take the information they have

and create an easier choice for themselves. Lau and Redlawsk detail this process as

decomposition, editing, and using heuristics; tackling the decision in manageable

parts, eliminating information that seems extraneous, and applying heuristics.

With increasing numbers of women running for office, voters are faced with

making complex decisions in both primary and general election settings. The vot-

ing calculus now involves party, ideology, issues, and gender. We can look to the

literature on candidate evaluation to examine how voters make decisions regard-

ing who should represent them.The dearth of female political office holders has

been attributed to various causes. Some scholars argue that women are less likely

to have political ambition to run for office (Fox, Richard; Lawless, 2004); others

find evidence that political parties and party elites keep women out of the running

(Sanbonmatsu, 2006) (Niven, 1998). Despite these disheartening findings, scholars

generally agree that when women run for elected office, women win elected office

(Kenney et al., 2014). Nevertheless, continuing debate on female candidates for

political office is on the influence of voter attitudes and stereotypes on candidate

evaluation and electoral success. Synthesizing the literature on voter evaluation of

female candidates requires examination of a few key areas of research: stereotype

use, stereotype activation, and whether or not stereotypes bear significant impact

on candidate evaluation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Gender Saturation Theory

Gender Stereotypes and Candidate Evaluation

Stereotypes can be defined as the process through which people directly or indi-

rectly develop beliefs about particular social groups (Macraie and Hewstone, 1996).

Stereotypes can be held about myriad social groups, but key to this research are

stereotypes about women; more specifically, stereotypes about women who are

running for elected office. Scholars broadly agree that gender stereotypes exist in

voters’ minds. (Lynch and Dolan, N.d.) identify three particular areas in which

women are stereotyped by voters: policy issues, personality traits, and ideology.

Trait Stereotypes

Trait stereotypes, as defined by Huddy and Terkildsen, are elements of a can-

didates’ personality that are linked to their gender (Huddy et al., 1993). Such

stereotypes for women are increased compassion, warmth, and honesty over men.

Women are also considered to be more expressive, and superior at interacting with

her constituents (Burrell, 1994) (Alexander and Andersen, 1993) (Paul and Smith,

2008). Additionally, feminine trait stereotypes include ability to handle family re-

sponsibilities while serving in office, being more sensitive than men, and possessing

superior people skills (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993); (Fox, Richard; Lawless, 2004);

(Alexander and Andersen, 1993). Men are assumed to be stronger leaders, better in

a crisis than women, more decisive and competent (Burrell, 1994); (Fox, Richard;

Lawless, 2004); (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993). Masculine trait stereotypes also

include assertiveness, possessing a strong personality, superior speaking skills to

women, and overall being better suited to politics (Rosenwasser and Dean, 1989)

(Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993) (Sanbonmatsu, 2003).
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Policy Stereotypes

Trait stereotypes do not just impact how a voter sees a candidate’s personality:

voters use trait stereotypes to infer policy expertise (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993).

This is known as the ‘belief approach’; policy stereotypes originate out of the belief

that women are more liberal than men when it comes to particular policy issues.

Female candidates are assumed to be better at handling policy issues such as

education, women’s issues, healthcare, and issues surrounding poverty. Conversely,

men are assumed to be more suited to work on economic issues, the military, and

taxes (Alexander and Andersen, 1993); (Dolan, 2010); (Huddy and Terkildsen,

1993). In the wake of September 11, 2001, there is also evidence to suggest that

women will be examined critically in regard to competency dealing with terrorism

and military issues (Fox, Richard; Lawless, 2004).

Party and Ideology Stereotypes

Ideology and party stereotypes are yet another area where voters diverge in their

evaluations of men and women. Using the Senate Pooled Election Study (SES),

Koch asked respondents to place candidates on a one to seven ideological scale.

When comparing respondent placement with Americans for Democratic Action

(ADA) scores for representatives, female representatives are perceived as more

liberal than men when it comes to ideology– oftentimes, perceiving these women

to be more liberal than they really are (Koch, 2002).

Party affiliation bears a great impact on vote choice. What is less considered,

however, is the intersection of gender stereotypes and party. Utilizing the Pilot

Study data from the 2006 ANES, (Sanbonmatsu and Dolan, 2009) conclude that

gender stereotypes transcend party. While gender stereotypes have different conse-

quences for the two parties, they are not limited to impacting simply Republicans

or Democrats. Democrats are more likely to hold stereotypes that benefit women

in politics; gender stereotypes are more detrimental to female candidates who are

17



Chapter 1: Introduction and Gender Saturation Theory

Republicans (2009).

Other scholars have found the converse relationship. Using the CCES trait rat-

ings of candidates, Hayes considers whether candidates seeking office are more in-

fluenced by voter perceptions of candidate gender, or candidate party. He concludes

that party, rather than gender, more strongly influenced voters’ trait perceptions

of candidates (Hayes, 2011). Using an experimental approach, (King and Matland,

2003) manipulate the gender of a Republican candidate in a vignette to consider

whether candidate gender matters in evaluating ideology, trust, empathy, and lead-

ership (2003). They find that party is the most significant predictor of vote choice;

candidate gender was significant in predicting evaluations of ideology, trust, and

empathy, but did not impact perceptions of leadership (King and Matland, 2003).

The interaction of gender and voting can also result in ‘gender affinity’ voting.

‘Gender affinity’ refers to the assumption that female voters will support female

candidates, and male voters will support male candidates (Dolan, 2008). Despite

this assumption, female voters evaluate female candidates in regard to political

party. Women feel affectively more positive toward women Democrat candidates

than men, but this positive affect does not extend to Republican female candidates.

This suggests that partisan and gender based evaluations are occurring, and can

be at odds (Dolan, 2008).

Furthermore, research illustrates that voters do not evenly apply stereotypes

about female candidates to their evaluations as female candidates do not behave in

ways that reinforce stereotypes voters hold about women running for office (Bauer,

2018); (Schneider and Bos, 2016); (Sanbonmatsu and Dolan, 2009); (Fridkin and

Kenney, 2014); (Hayes and Lawless, 2016). Bauer demonstrated experimentally

that female candidates ‘trespass’ into the other party’s issues in order to garner

support (which male candidates do as well), but doing so disproportionately harms

female candidates on favorability both within their own party and outside their

own party (Bauer, 2018).

Additionally, Bauer’s work shows that when voters are presented with ’fem-
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inine’ information, female stereotypes are activated only for Democratic female

candidates. Interestingly, ’masculine’ information ameliorates the influence of fe-

male stereotypes for female and male candidates. When voters are presented with

both stereotypically feminine and masculine information, Democratic candidates

are evaluated more favorably than Republican candidates, suggesting an interac-

tive influence of party and gender on candidate evaluations(Bauer, 2018). Research

even suggests that voters perceive gender differences within the political parties,

further complicating voter evaluations and candidate stereotypes (Sanbonmatsu

and Dolan, 2009).

The most recent work on party and female candidates concludes that voters’

negative evaluations of female candidates is not really about gender at all, but

about party (Hayes and Lawless, 2016), p 93). In their analysis of open ended data,

when asked about a particular candidate and what comes to mind when evaluating

that candidate, Hayes and Lawless find that women mention gender when asked

about a female candidate. This relationship is significant for female voters evalu-

ating both Republican and Democratic female candidates citepHayes2016, p 96).

However, the significance and impact of this relationship is relatively small. When

further examination of open ended answers and traditional response measures are

considered, Hayes and Lawless find basically no evidence that voters evaluate male

and female candidates differently, or that they are relying on stereotypes to differ-

entiate for vote choice (2016).

Other scholars disagree, writing that sharing a gender identity results in greater

disdain for the other party. More specifically, Klar hypothesizes three things:

women from opposing parties do not believe the same things about being women,

when the salience of gender is present in an election, women penalize other women

for being a member of the outparty more than they would penalize men for being a

member of the outparty, and finally, when gender is not salient to politics, women

will favor women candidates in their party any more than they favor male candi-

dates in the opposing party. She conducts a survey and survey experiment, finding
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Gender Saturation Theory

support for her hypotheses and broadly concluding that when female candidates

discuss ‘women’s issues’, they receive no boost from women in their party, and are

punished by the out-party (Klar, 2018).

In line with Hayes and Lawless, scholars agree that voter evaluations of ideology

and or partisanship of female candidates is, on the whole, accurate; the majority

of female candidates for both national and state office have run as Democrats in

recent years (Lawless and Fox, 2012). Partisan stereotypes can interact with gender

stereotypes precisely because women are perceived to be ideologically liberal and

run as Democrats (Sanbonmatsu and Dolan, 2009). Though the impact of this

interaction is questioned by Hayes and Lawless, work conducted by (Bauer, 2018)

illustrates a different take, which I discuss in greater detail later in this chapter.

The Double Bind and ”Running As Women”

Female candidates experience the potential negative impact of stereotypes, the

double bind, and campaign pressures all candidates face. They also must make the

difficult choice of “running as a woman” or emphasizing more masculine charac-

teristics of themselves. ‘Running as a woman’ can have advantages, such as voter’s

perception that women are more caring than men (Carroll, 1994); (Conover and

Feldman, 1989); (Kahn, 1993); Witt, Matthews and Paget (1995). While advan-

tages may be incurred from running as a woman, disadvantages exist as well. The

gender stereotypes for female candidates may be opposite of what voters desire in

a political candidate (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993). Research has shown that on

the whole, women candidates challenge stereotypical notions of femininity (Kahn,

1993), or at the very least illustrate both feminine and masculine traits (Kahn and

Gordon, 1997).

Larsen extends the ‘running as a woman’ literature by examining the qualifi-

cations candidates emphasize when advertising for their campaign. Through con-

tent analysis of campaign brochures for Pennsylvania state assembly in 1996-1998,
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Larsen finds that forty two percent of female challengers emphasized their qual-

ifications, compared to twenty eight percent of male challengers, and seventeen

percent of female incumbents (Larsen, 2001). Importantly, Larsen distinguishes

between ‘female qualifications’ (charity experience, church involvement, commu-

nity service) and ‘male qualifications’ (government experience, business experi-

ence). Larsen finds that women were significantly more likely to highlight their

female qualifications for office (Larsen, 2001). Despite this, Larsen concludes that

women in the PA state assembly races did not run as women; traits highlighted

in brochures was the only area where there was incongruity between highlighting

‘masculine’ and feminine’ characteristics (Larsen, 2001).

Similarly, (Herrnson et al., 2003) examine State, U.S. House, State legislature,

local and judicial candidates (n=1798). In predicting whether the candidate won

or lost the election, being a female incumbent increased likelihood of winning, as

did being female, highlighting a woman’s issue, and being a member of a women’s

social group (2003). The authors conclude that women gain strategic advantages

when they emphasize issues that voters associate favorably with women candidates

(2003).

Intersectionality

Scholars would be remiss if we did not address intersectionality when discussing

gender and politics. Kimberlé Crenshaw introduced intersectionality as a concept

to explore the inability to disentangle relationships between race and gender, specif-

ically (Crenshaw, 1991). Crenshaw writes:

“I consider intersectionality a provisional concept linking contemporary politics

with postmodern theory. In mapping the intersections of race and gender, the con-

cept does engage dominant assumptions that race and gender are essentially sepa-

rate categories. By tracing the categories to their intersections, I hope to suggest a

methodology that will ultimately disrupt the tendencies to see race and gender as
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exclusive or separable.”

In more recent work, intersectionality has expanded its scope to consider not

just race and gender but other identities. Scholars have pushed their colleagues to

include intersectional analyses in their work, including analyses of race, sexuality,

class, and “other axes of disadvantage, and explore interactions among them”

(Weldon, 2006). The newest work on gender and other intersectional identities

span race and LGBTQ+ identity (Silva and Skulley, 2018); (Bergersen, Klar and

Schmitt, 2018).

While this dissertation does not explicitly consider intersecting identities and

their influence on stereotype use for candidate evaluation, it is worth noting that

this is an exciting research agenda that could certainly be pursued as a result of

the findings in this dissertation.

Media Influence

Internal, stereotypic voter reactions to female candidates bear impact on candi-

date evaluation, but there are also external forces that prompt and exacerbate

stereotype use. Prominently studied by scholars is the influence of media on gen-

der stereotypes and candidate evaluation. For many candidates, free media may

be the best media. For female candidates however, media coverage may call atten-

tion to or exacerbate voters’ doubts about a woman’s ability to effectively govern

(Carlin and Winfrey, 2009). Describing women using sexist language reduces their

credibility and may cause them to be portrayed as sub-human (Sutton, 1994). The

influence of sexist language use in the media can range from frustrating, yet bear-

ing minimal impact, to reinforcing gender stereotypes and influencing the outcome

of an election (Kahn, 1992); (Bystrom, 2006).

Scholarship has also pointed to the gender differences in campaigns and adver-

tising. Women’s campaigns have more issue appeals than candidate trait emphases

(Kahn, 1994); (Kahn and Goldenberg, 1991). Furthermore, media coverage of fe-
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male candidates has more focus on their families, their appearance, or her person-

ality, and less coverage on the issues (Bystrom, 2006); (Kahn, 1994); (Kahn and

Kenney, N.d.). Moreover, female candidates often emphasize women’s issues over

men’s issues, providing opportunity for voters to latch onto stereotypic evaluations

(Kahn, 1993), (Kahn, 1992); (Kahn and Gordon, 1997).

Although in the context of Taiwan, (Lee, 2014) conducts two experiments ex-

amining gender stereotypes and political advertising. Participants made inferences

about candidates that were unfamiliar to them, and Lee manipulated campaign

themes (whether the candidate presented gendered personality traits and issue

domain). She finds that when candidates present a positive campaign theme, con-

gruent candidate gender and traits result in more effective advertising for both men

and women. That is, when a woman (or man) presents themselves with traits that

are stereotypically masculine and feminine, their evaluations are more positive.

When pursuing negative advertising, the reverse holds. Men are more persuasive

when highlighting feminine issues, and masculine issues are more effective for fe-

males (Lee, 2014). Lee’s work supports the notion of ‘running as a woman’, but

only when using positive messaging.

(Hayes and Lawless, 2016) present a different story. They argue that the lack of

novelty surrounding female candidates, and political polarization of parties, have

equalized men and women’s chances to be elected. Furthermore, they argue that

the media only focus on candidate gender if the candidates do; in light of increasing

gender parity in electoral politics, the media has less frequently covered the issue

of gender during the campaign.

In examining local newspaper coverage, Hayes and Lawless found no significant

differences in volume of average trait coverage by gender. That is, local papers do

not differ on commentary about competence, leadership, integrity, or empathy

based on gender (2016, p. 71). Furthermore, media coverage was not significantly

influenced by gender, but the competitiveness of an election and whether the candi-

date is an incumbent had significant impacts on news coverage (Hayes and Lawless,
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2016), p 81). The authors conclude by proffering that based on their results, the

media covers male and female candidates essentially the same way; gender only

matters for campaign coverage when the female candidate is novel, or when gen-

der is a big part of a candidate’s campaign messaging (Hayes and Lawless, 2016),

p 83).

Do Stereotypes Really Hurt Female Candidates?

The extant literature has prompted more recent publications on stereotype use and

candidate evaluation. The use of stereotypes to evaluate candidates for political

office, specifically women, has been debated by scholars. Stereotypes about male

candidates exist as well, but are less studied by political scientists (but see (Lawless,

2009)). Early research on the topic suggests that gender stereotypes negatively

impact female candidates. Specifically, scholars found that voters prefer female

candidates with typically masculine traits, and masculine policy expertise, such

as military or economic policies (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993). This research also

suggests that masculine policy expertise increased likelihood of gaining national

office, while economic policy expertise increased likelihood of gaining local office.

‘Feminine’ policy areas did not benefit candidates (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993).

Other scholars have echoed this work, further arguing that stereotypes harm female

candidates (Fox, Richard and Oxley, Zoe, N.d.); (Leeper, 1991); (Rosenwasser and

Seale, 1988).

Scholarship conducted in the past decade illustrates that the refrain has shifted

from “stereotypes harm women” to “it depends.” (Sanbonmatsu, 2003) theorizes

that voters have baseline preferences when it comes to choosing candidates. A

baseline preference is when, all else being equal, a voter prefers to be represented

by either a male or female. This preference is rooted in what Sanbonmatsu calls

“an underlying predisposition to vote for male or female candidates” (2003). These

preferences, she proffers, are explained by gender stereotypes and the gender of the
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respondent.

In addition to baseline preferences, voters also consider gender stereotypes when

choosing who to vote for. Sanbonmatsu finds in her experiment that women get

more votes: baseline preferences matter when a respondent is considering a man

and not a woman. Men are perceived as being more competent about crime and

foreign affairs, whereas women are perceived as more qualified to handle social

policy. Overall, Sanbonmatsu finds that gender stereotypes explain baseline gen-

der preferences for male or female candidates. Sanbonmatsu also highlights that her

results indicate female candidates will be advantaged if they play to their strengths

(Sanbonmatsu, 2003); (Kahn and Fridkin, 1996). This finding is echoed by (Herrn-

son et al., 2003). Dolan compared stereotype use in evaluating abstract candidates

(such as vignettes in experiments) versus real candidates (Dolan, 2014) . The au-

thor compared abstract evaluations to vote choice in the 2010 House elections,

operationalizing their independent variables through trait and issue competency

evaluations. While stereotypes bore a greater influence on abstract evaluations,

in real-life vote choice, gender stereotypes played a minor role in voter evalua-

tions. This work echoes Hayes’ findings that party can be more influential than

gender stereotypes in voting and candidate evaluation (2011). While debate on

the influence of stereotypes remains, there is little argument that women face par-

ticular challenges. (Jamieson, 1995) described the double bind: “Women who are

considered feminine will be judged incompetent, and women who are competent,

unfeminine . . . who succeed in politics and public life will be scrutinized under

a different lens from that applied to successful men” (p. 16). Gender stereotypes

used by voters have a more ambiguous impact for women as a result of the double

bind; stereotypes can influence female candidates in both positive and negative

ways (Dolan, 2005). Other scholars highlight a critical element in analyzing gender

stereotypes– data from many studies are decades old, collected in the 1970s, 1980s,

and 1990s (Brooks, 2013). While this does not invalidate the findings, Brooks im-

plores readers to consider the more recent events that have shaped gender stereo-
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types and stereotypes about female candidates for political office. In particular,

Brooks highlights the 2008 presidential election in impacting voter opinions.

In this vein, we move to the most recent work on gender stereotypes. Stereotype

use in evaluating female candidates has been shown to actually help women get

elected (Dolan, 2010); (Fridkin and Kenney, 2009). Other work illustrates that

stereotypes have little effect on evaluations of women running for office (Brooks,

2013); (Dolan, 2014). Competing conclusions, more nuanced methods, and more

women running in the past decade have spurred researchers to consider new theories

of gender stereotypes and candidate evaluation, discussed below.

Newest Work Debating the Influence of Gender

Stereotypes on Female Candidates

The difference in findings of the impact of gender stereotypes on candidate evalua-

tion over time of course is expected. With changing public opinion, cultural shifts,

and more females running for office, scholars can hardly expect the answers to their

questions to remain constant. Such shifts have prompted scholars to more closely

examine the electorate and gain a more nuanced understanding into stereotype use

and candidate evaluation. Another change in the literature stems from the research

itself changing. (Schneider and Bos, 2014) calls attention to the age of the gender

and stereotype literature (thirty-plus years old), yet the lack of new stereotypes

being investigated. They urge scholars to investigate changes that have resulted

over time to gender stereotypes.

One such progression on the study of stereotype use in candidate evaluation is

on stereotype activation. Scholars find that gender stereotypes are only activated

when they are brought up in the course of a campaign (Bauer, 2015). Bauer posits

a new theory of stereotype activation, wherein women are stereotyped into commu-

nal roles (caring, emotional), and men into agentic roles (active, decisive) (Bauer,
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2015). The incongruity between leadership and feminine traits results in the ex-

pectation that feminine stereotypes will disadvantage women candidates. However,

stereotype activation and activation by voters depends on the level of information

the voter receives on a particular candidate; when there is little information about

a candidate given, stereotypes will not be activated. In her two wave experimental

design, Bauer finds that feminine stereotypes do not influence vote decisions when

voters have limited information, because stereotypes are not activated. However,

when stereotypes are activated, the interaction between stereotype use and candi-

date gender is significant– feminine stereotypes do influence vote choice. Schneider

and Bos propose subtype theory to explain why female candidates are stereotyped

in ways that women more broadly may not be (Schneider and Bos, 2014). Women

running for political office, they proffer, have little overlap with the larger group

of American women. The authors find evidence to confirm this theory; in contrast,

they find evidence that male candidate stereotypes on the whole line up with gen-

der stereotypes for men, with the exception that being a male candidate can have

slightly emasculating results given their displays of empathy as a candidate. This

theory challenges the Huddy and Terkildsen approach of trait stereotypes. Over-

all, results show that female candidates suffer when evaluated on competence and

strength (Schneider and Bos, 2014).

Earlier work suggests similar findings, that women candidates for office are

atypical and perhaps not indicative of a broader group of female leaders (Bless,2001).

(Ditonto and Hamilton, 2014) support this idea, finding with a DPTE study that

candidate gender influences what types of information voters pursue about a can-

didate. More recently, (Ditonto, 2017) finds evidence that while female candidates

might be portrayed as equally competent to male candidates, female candidates

suffer when information leads voters to doubt competence, whereas male candi-

dates are not vulnerable to this.

One critical observation highlighted by Schneider and Bos is the need for exam-

ining context when researching candidates for political office. Party identification,
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level of office, and incumbency can vary, and results are likely to vary as a re-

sult. Other scholars have also highlighted the need for this nuance, which has yet

to be fully investigated (Schneider and Bos, 2014); (Dolan, 2010); (Fox, Richard;

Lawless, 2004).

The Gaps in the Literature

Despite the body of literature on female candidates, stereotype use in evaluating

women running for office, and examinations of whether use of stereotypes impact

candidates, there are identifiable gaps in the women and politics literature that

remain unexamined.

First, and most broadly, is the element of competition in voter evaluations of

electoral contests. Extensive work has been conducted using experimental designs

that feature vignettes– asking respondents to evaluate a candidate while manipu-

lating party, gender, and myriad other factors. While these works have contributed

to the extant knowledge on candidate evaluation, they miss a critical element to a

voter’s calculus: competition. When considering who to vote for, voters almost al-

way have the out-party candidate, or, in the case of a primary, another candidate,

to use as a comparison point in making their vote choice.

Scant work has been conducted on this issue. (Ditonto and Andersen, 2018)

find that when voters see another female running for office at the same time they

are asked to evaluate a female candidate sparks change in how voters evaluated the

in-party female candidate. Put a different way, when respondents were evaluating

a female candidate in a House race, and a woman was also running for President,

respondents rated the female running in the House ten to fifteen points lower on

a feeling thermometer scale (2018). In their second study, respondents evaluated

four elections simultaneously, with up to 8 female candidates to evaluate. They find

that female House candidates running as the only in-party woman are bolstered

by ten thermometer points by respondents. However, for each additional in-party
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woman on the ballot, respondent evaluations drop over five points per woman. More

women running results in increasingly negative evaluations of female candidates

(Ditonto and Andersen, 2018).

Junn and Andersen call attention to the diminished real-world applicability

of studies where voters are asked to evaluate one candidate, or one candidate at

a time (Andersen and Junn, 2010). They write that ”choices are not made in a

vacuum, but always in comparison to another candidate”. Furthermore, Junn and

Andersen highlight the potential measurement error issues when respondents eval-

uate elections one candidate at a time. They write that ”respondents evaluating

a single candidate are always able to inflate their evaluations in the absence of

another option” (Andersen and Junn, 2010). Other scholars build on this issue,

addressing the differences between experimental and observational findings. An-

dersen and Ditonto comment that work which finds gender stereotypes matter to

candidate evaluations are typically experimental, while those that show gender

does not matter typically rely on nationally representative survey data (Andersen

and Ditonto, 2018).

Secondly, scholarship needs to be conducted on races with two women running

against each other. In 2018, 33 number of such races have occurred, with 66 women

running against a woman in their general election. When voters evaluate such races,

it is reasonable given the literature discussed above, to assume that at some level,

stereotypes will be activated and influence evaluation and vote choice. What is not

clear, however, is whether an all-female election might increase, or decrease, the

use of stereotypes in candidate evaluation by voters.
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Low Information Settings and Cognitive Short-

cuts

Political knowledge research suggests that citizens do not know much about poli-

tics; in fact, political knowledge of institutions, political process, people, or policy

does not exceed 50 percent (Carpini and Keeter, 1996). Citizens’ inability to an-

swer basic questions about politics or their political leaders does strike anxiety

about ability to make sound decisions. Not all scholars feel that such measures

of ‘political knowledge’ are fair, or even useful. Lupia writes that if voter compe-

tence were measured through voting as one would with complete information, then

having political knowledge would likely have no relationship to voter competence.

Furthermore, Lupia contends that the use of political knowledge questions are an

elitist and biased way to examine decision making, in that they discount heuristic

decision making and information shortcuts (Lupia, 2006) (Lupia and McCubbins,

1998).

If voters do not possess ‘real’ political knowledge, how are they making deci-

sions, or evaluating politics or policies? Heuristics are cognitive shortcuts that aid

a person in making a decision. It is logical that voters would rely on heuristics to

gain information about a political object. Heuristics are used for problems that are

too difficult to be solved accurately, or where a correct procedure is too expensive,

complex or time consuming (Kurian). When making political decisions, voters rely

in part on heuristics to come to a decision. Voters are more likely to use heuristics

when making difficult decisions (Lau and Redlawsk, 2001).

(Lau and Redlawsk, 2001) detail the most common heuristics used in voting

as partisan identification, ideology, political endorsements, poll results, and candi-

date appearance. The use of these heuristics, they find, result in them being sought

out early in a campaign, and often (2001). Voting is not the only place voters use

heuristics. Voters can employ cognitive shortcuts when coming to political deci-
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sions, such as determining or updating political preferences. For instance, knowing

the insurance industry’s stance on a ballot proposition on car insurance that was

quite complicated resulted in voters making the same decisions as those who were

more informed about the whole issue (Lupia, 1994).

Not only do heuristics aid in cognitively difficult decisions, but heuristics also

are instrumental in limiting the time spent making a decision. People identify fac-

tual information two to three times slower than when making affective judgements

(Taber and Lodge, 2006). Voters are boundedly rational, meaning a voter’s ratio-

nality is limited to available information, the time available to make a decision,

and the difficulty of the decision (Simon, 1955). Furthermore, a rational decision is

one that is efficient, according to (Downs, 1957). Watching the news each evening

or reading articles online may prove a difficult task for the average, busy, and rel-

atively politically disengaged citizen. Hence, voters turn to heuristics, or cues, to

aid in their decision-making process.

Gender as a Heuristic For Candidate Evaluation

and Vote Choice

The scholarship on gender as a heuristic began with the introduction of manipulat-

ing gender in an experimental setting (Sapiro, 1981). This scholarship considered

how voters evaluated the content of speeches, competence, and political viability,

demonstrating that gender provided an important heuristic in low-information set-

tings. By signaling gender through male and female name changes (John to Joan),

Sapiro found that when evaluating political speeches, student respondents did dif-

ferentially evaluate male and female candidates on some issues (education and

health policy, honesty), but the biggest influence of candidate gender came when

deciding who to vote for. The majority of respondents believed that “John” was

very likely or likely to win his election; only 49 percent of men and 45 percent of
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women believed “Joan” was very likely or likely to win her election(Sapiro, 1981).

Other scholars considered the influence gender can play in candidate evaluation

in low-information settings. In a survey during the 1990 campaigns, (Alexander

and Andersen, 1993) demonstrated that when there is little information about a

candidate, gender role attitudes play a key role in the evaluation of a previously

unknown candidate. Gender attitudes of voters also play a role in candidate fa-

vorability ratings when the candidate is a female challenger. Furthermore, when

there is no information available to voters, respondents attribute leadership and

issue skills based on sex. This work is echoed by other scholars, finding that vot-

ers stereotype female and black candidates as more liberal than white males, and

stereotype female and black candidates as more dedicated to minority rights and

transparent government, respectively (McDermott, 1998).

More recent work in this area finds that gender stereotypes and bias are only

introduced to the evaluation process when respondents are engaged in a non-

complex, low cognitive-demand task. When asked about traits and candidate eval-

uation, stereotypes are used as cognitive heuristics; however, when respondents

were asked to do an information search and recall that information, vote choice

did not have biases related to gender (Riggle et al., 1997). (Ditonto, 2017) exam-

ine the effects of gender on information search and vote choice. Through a DPTE

(dynamic process tracing environment) experiment simulating a campaign, they

find that respondents change their information search based on candidate gender.

When the experiment was on a female candidate, respondents searched for infor-

mation about competence and compassion, more so than when considering male

candidates. These findings on information search for competence-confirmation for

female candidates are further confirmed by other scholars (Ditonto, 2017).
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Theoretical Basis for this Work

Understanding how voters evaluate women as candidates for political office allows

scientists to consider both the cognitive processes behind these evaluations, and the

effects of the stereotypes ’in the real world’. Indeed, Bauer makes this point when

highlighting the differences between social psychology and political science. She

writes that social psychology seeks to understand the process of stereotype reliance,

while political science seeks to understand the effects of voters or individuals using

stereotypes for evaluation purposes (Bauer, 2015). The extant literature broadly

confirms that gender stereotypes are indeed used in evaluating candidates, but are

not always activated (Bauer, 2018). Furthermore, gender stereotypes appear to

be most heavily relied upon by voters in low-information contexts(Sapiro, 1981)

(Alexander and Andersen, 1993) (McDermott, 1998) (Ditonto, 2017) (Bauer, 2018).

This body of research, however, examines candidates in isolation almost exclusively,

and does not consider the competitive context. Furthermore, the existing literature

focuses on mixed-gender races. This is unsurprising, given that the emergence of

female candidates has only begun increasing in the past few decades. However,

in recent years, the prevalence of female candidates has resulted in a surge in

primaries and even general elections where two women compete against each other

on the ballot.

Competing Expectations from the Literature

The literature would suggest that evaluating two women in a competitive election

or primary would be a more cognitively challenging task. This is a result of a

heuristic commonly used for evaluating candidates- gender- not being available to

voters. If these two things are true: that a two woman race is cognitively challeng-

ing, and the heuristic of gender is eliminated, then the existing literature would

predict that gender bias would not influence vote choice(Riggle et al., 1997), and a
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two-woman race would not be subject to increased gender stereotype use by voters.

While voters may change their information search to focus more on competence

and compassion, previous work would suggest that voters who evaluate female can-

didates with bias against women or with feminine stereotypes will only occur in

low-information settings (McDermott, 1997). Of course, other scholars have com-

peting expectations that can be applied to theorize how voters would evaluate

an election between two women. Scholars argue that the use of gender stereotypes

only occurs when gender is brought up in the course of the campaign (Bauer, 2015)

(Abele, 2003). Given its relative novelty, it is hard to imagine that an election be-

tween two women would not garner some commentary either by the media, or the

candidates themselves, on gender within the campaign. Subsequently, it is possible

to advocate that even if an election between two women is a cognitively taxing

task, gender stereotypes could still be activated if a campaign addresses gender.

In order to understand how stereotypes might come into play for voter eval-

uations of these elections, I proffer the following theory that explains why voter

evaluations might differ in an all-female race. I propose that gender as a heuristic

for candidate evaluation or vote choice only works if a woman is the only woman

running in a particular race. Gender no longer serves as a shortcut if it cannot be

used to come to conclusions about a particular candidate. This leads me to the

following question: If gender cannot be used as a heuristic to evaluate candidates,

do voters have increased, or decreased, reliance on gender stereotypes to evaluate

candidates?

The current literature would suggest that when stereotypes are activated dur-

ing the course of the campaign, voters rely on them to evaluate candidates, and

female candidates are evaluated less favorably as a result (Bauer, 2015). Further-

more, Ditonto et al findings suggest that a female candidate is punished when

another woman is running in an in-party concurrent election (Ditonto and Ander-

sen, 2018). This bolsters my theory that when two women compete for the same

office, both women will be punished in the form of stereotypic evaluations. Addi-
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tional support for my theory comes from Ditonto et al (2013) and Ditonto (2017)

(Ditonto, Hamilton and Redlawsk, 2013) (Ditonto, 2017). In a series of Dynamic

Process Tracing Environment experiments (DPTE), the authors find that gender

prompts different information searches when evaluating female candidates than

male candidates. Specifically, voters seek out information that stems from previ-

ously held stereotypes, such as women being less competent than men in political

areas. These findings align with my theory that a two-woman race is fundamentally

a higher level cognitive task. Not only are there fewer heuristics (namely, gender)

for voters to use, but voters may feel compelled to seek out more information about

female candidates if they have stereotypes that lead them to doubt her abilities.

The literature as a whole leads me to this point: we do not know empirically

how stereotypes come into play when two women compete for office. Given previous

work and my own expectations for testing evaluations of two female candidates in

competition, I propose the gender saturation theory. The key elements of this

theory are detailed below:

Gender cannot be used as a heuristic when the election contains two women.

That is, voters cannot rely on gender as an evaluative tool to come to conclusions

about candidates, or make their vote choice based on gender. When two women

run against each other in either a primary or general election, the election is funda-

mentally a higher-cognitive task. This is due to key elements voters typically turn

to being removed/manipulated: gender and party. Experimentally, party cues will

be removed by using a primary setting for elections, as I will detail in the data and

design section of this proposal. Gender stereotypes will be automatically activated

in voters. This is because addressing gender will be almost unavoidable. The can-

didates themselves, or the media, will undoubtedly address the relative novelty of

two women competing for the same seat. As gender stereotypes are automatically

activated, and simultaneous evaluation of candidates will be required, voters will

have equal or increased use of stereotypes in a female election setting. To illustrate

these theoretical expectations, I have included a process example below.
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Julie reads two side by side vignettes about two women competing for a city

council seat. She is asked to evaluate both women running in the primary election

in her party. Since two women are running against each other, Julie cannot eval-

uate the race just based on party or gender. With the race being all-female, gender

stereotypes automatically activate for Julie because the candidates have addressed

the issue of running against another women, and the media has commented on

the novelty of the race. Julie faces a difficult cognitive task coupled with the intro-

duction of gender stereotypes. Julie might look for confirmation of her pre-existing

stereotypes about women, or seek out new or additional information that may result

from her pre-existing stereotypes. Since the task at hand– evaluating the all female

race– is both cognitively difficult and results in stereotype activation, I predict that

Julie will have increased reliance on of gender stereotypes to evaluate the race she

is asked to evaluate.

Gender Saturation Theory (GST) predicts the following:

Hypothesis 1: When two women run against each other in either a primary

or general election, party notwithstanding, evaluations of women are more biased,

and stereotypes are activated and utilized at a higher level when compared to a

male-female primary or general election. This pattern will hold in both static (vi-

gnette) and dynamic (process tracing) evaluation environments.

Hypothesis 2: In dynamic evaluation environments with two female candidates,

stereotype reliance will be higher than in the static environment. I predict this to

be the case as a dynamic environment is more cognitively challenging than a static

environment, with more decisions and information to process.

Hypothesis 3: In dynamic environments with mixed gender or all male races, I

predict that respondents will lower stereotype reliance, particularly when compared

to static evaluation environments. This is in line with Anderson and Ditonto, who

find that respondents that viewed more information in a dynamic evaluation envi-

ronment exhibited reduced treatment effects (Andersen and Ditonto, 2018).
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GST is based in the work of many scholars and decades of research, all of

which address the use of stereotypes in evaluating female candidates running for

office (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993); (Bauer, 2015) (Ditonto and Hamilton, 2014)

(Dolan, 2008) (Hayes, 2011) (Rosenwasser and Dean, 1989) (Sanbonmatsu and

Dolan, 2009) (Schneider and Bos, 2014). GST gives a theoretical basis from which

to test the contribution of this dissertation: when two women compete against each

other electorally, voters have increased reliance on gender stereotypes to evaluate

candidates and make a voting decision. This contribution theoretically is two-fold.

GST addresses the lack of literature and theory surrounding the element of com-

petition within scholarship on elections. Almost all published work on candidate

evaluation utilizes either observational datasets or experimental data that asks re-

spondents to evaluate one candidate at a time (Andersen and Junn, 2010). While

these approaches provide valuable insights into the voter’s decision making pro-

cess, they do not adequately mirror the cognitive processes that voters go through.

Voters compare candidates to one another– whether through gender, party, appear-

ance, or issue positions. The second contribution of GST provides a path forward

for investigating all-female electoral contests. With the increased frequency of such

campaigns, it is imperative that scholarship keep up with ‘the real world’. GST

not only provides a theoretical basis for investigating all-female elections, but also

insists on considering the cognitive processes of comparison and heuristic use that

are used by voters to come to candidate evaluations and vote choice. Gender Sat-

uration Theory anticipates departure from the current literature. Gender stereo-

types are broadly conceived to have little or no influence on candidate evaluations

(Fridkin and Kenney; (Dolan, 2008) (Brooks, 2013) (Bauer, 2015) (Schneider and

Bos, 2014) (Ditonto and Andersen, 2018); Fridkin; Hayes and Lawless) within the

women and politics literature. Subsequently, gender saturation theory is unique in

that it predicts a race between two women will always have increased stereotype

use by voters to evaluate each candidate and the overall electoral contest. Gender

is predicted to be automatically activated, hence, gender stereotype use will occur.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Gender Saturation Theory

Dissertation Roadmap

Now that I have established my theoretical origins and goals for this dissertation,

I will present the three chapters I have written.

The second chapter of this dissertation tests the fundamentals of gender sat-

uration theory. I run two survey experiments wherein I test whether voters rely

more heavily on gender stereotypes to evaluate all-women elections compared to

mixed gender or all-male elections. I also conduct tests on mixed trait and policy

candidates that better reflect what elections look like in the real world.

The third chapter of this dissertation leverages DPTE, or the Dynamic Process

Tracing Environment. I move from a static, or traditional experimental setting,

to a dynamic one, in which respondents have choice over the information they

seek. I test whether information ameliorates bias against women candidates, and

whether my findings from my first chapter hold up in a dynamic setting with

another sample.

The fourth chapter of this dissertation examines whether voters are more likely

to misperceive the ideology of women candidates. I leverage the CCES, the Coop-

erative Congressional Elections Study to examine the factors that influence how

voters perceive candidates. I incorporate my own dataset of hand-coded candidate

websites to give each female candidate a femininity score. I seek to understand

whether femininity in a candidate results in voters misperceiving women candi-

dates as much more liberal than they actually are.

This dissertation takes a first cut at uncharted territory: elections between two

women. It is certainly not the full answer to gender saturation theory, and will

not provide comprehensive insight into the phenomenon of elections between two

women. However, by proposing this theory here, testing it, and providing some

preliminary studies, I set out my research agenda for the future.
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Chapter 2

Chapter 2: It Takes (Two Female)

Candidates: Gender Saturation

Theory and How Voters Evaluate

Woman vs. Woman Elections

Abstract

As the number of female candidates running for office increases, so too will the

number of elections between two women. This paper examines the novel dynamics

of woman vs. woman elections and considers the reliance voters place on gender

stereotypes when evaluating such elections. Using a sample of 243 adult Americans,

I conduct a survey experiment to assess how candidates’ genders and traits affect

voter evaluation, with an emphasis on all-woman elections. Results suggest that

voters penalize women candidates with feminine traits more than they do women

overall. Specifically, respondents evaluate feminine women running for office with

increased use of stereotypes compared to when respondents evaluate masculine

women or men. Findings regarding application of stereotypes activated by can-
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didate brochures suggest a few things. First, when running for governor, voters

do not perceive significant differences between feminine and masculine women in

terms of qualification. However, in a governor’s race, a man does better when run-

ning against a feminine woman than another man. Furthermore, when respondents

consider whether candidates would be qualified to be president in ten years, a mas-

culine woman is viewed as significantly more qualified, suggesting that women can-

didates for presidential office still have work ahead before being viewed as equally

qualified in voters’ eyes. These findings on the whole point to the difficulties fe-

male candidates continue to face within electoral politics. Future directions based

on these findings are considered.

Introduction

In 2018, 33 elections between two women occurred at the gubernatorial and con-

gressional level. Additionally, women to date comprise 23.7 percent of congressional

seats; 25 seats in the Senate, and 102 seats in the House. Nine women hold the

governor’s seat in the United States. At the state and local levels, female represen-

tatives do not exceed 30 percent of all elected officials. The presidential election in

2020 garnered several female candidates, such as Kamala Harris, Elizabeth Warren,

Amy Klobuchar and Kirsten Gillibrand. Women running for office have undoubt-

edly increased; the salience of this phenomenon and the study of women competing

is prescient.

The path to increased female representation in the United States government

has been critiqued, debated, and researched by scholars in political science. Scholars

have investigated the effects of the candidate being a woman on voter evaluations

(Sapiro, 1981). After finding that a candidate’s gender influences voter evaluations,

scholars identified stereotype use as a contributing factor to less positive evalua-

tions of female candidates (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993) (Sanbonmatsu, 2002).

The field then debated whether stereotypes were or were not harmful to candi-
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dates (Bauer, 2018) (Schneider and Bos, 2014) (Brooks, 2013) (Dolan, 2008). We

then arrive at the present day, where scholars generally agree that stereotype use

under certain circumstances can influence voter evaluations of candidates. These

stereotypes may help (for example, women candidates being seen as more honest)

or hurt (for example, women candidates weaker leaders) female candidates.

When comparing candidates for political office, voters go through a series of

subconscious processing steps. (Lodge, Taber and Verhulst, 2011) (Bargh, Chen

and Burrows, 1996). Lodge et. al. summarize ‘online processing’ as automatic:

“people evaluate and integrate their evaluation into a summary judgement effort-

lessly, outside conscious awareness”. Supporting these effortless judgements can be

implicit biases, as illustrated by implicit association tests (IATs) (Anderson, N.d.).

Evidence of these processes have also been demonstrated by (Popkin, 1994). Popkin

emphasizes that voters use low information rationality, which explains the process

of voters using information shortcuts to make voting decisions. Furthermore, vot-

ers engage in numerous cognitive processes when evaluating a candidate. These

include categorizing a candidate into a familiar group, using partisan or ideologi-

cal cues, or applying stereotypes to a candidate. Then voters take the information

they have and make a choice based on that information. Lau and Redlawsk detail

this process as decomposition, editing, and using heuristics; tackling the decision

in manageable parts, eliminating information that seems extraneous, and applying

heuristics (Lau and Redlawsk, 2001).

With increasing numbers of women running for office, voters are faced with

making complex decisions in both primary and general election settings. The voting

calculus now involves party, candiate traits, issues, and gender. The literature on

candidate evaluation examines how voters make decisions regarding who should

represent them. Synthesizing the literature on voter evaluation of female candidates

requires examination of a few key areas of research: stereotype use, stereotype

activation, and whether or not stereotypes bear significant impact on candidate

evaluation.
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In this study I examine how voters rely on stereotypes to evaluate elections

between two women. I hypothesize that, in line with existing literature, masculine

traits paired with male candidates elicit lower stereotype reliance; conversely, I

hypothesize that women who exhibit feminine traits and policy attitudes will be

evaluated with the highest levels of stereotype reliance. These hypotheses are in

line with the ‘trait, not gender’ body of research that finds stereotypes are what

harm candidates and not their gender alone. I test these hypotheses by using a

Mechanical Turk sample of 243 Americans.

Gender Stereotypes and Candidate Evaluation

Stereotypes can be defined as the process through which people directly or in-

directly develop beliefs about particular social groups (Macraie and Hewstone,

1996). (Lynch and Dolan, N.d.) identify three particular areas in which women are

stereotyped by voters: policy issues, personality traits and ideology. Trait stereo-

types, as defined by Huddy and Terkildsen, are elements of a candidates’ person-

ality that are linked to their gender (Huddy et al., 1993). Such stereotypes for

women are increased compassion, warmth, and honesty. Women are also viewed

as more expressive and superior at interacting with their constituents (Burrell,

1994) (Alexander and Andersen, 1993) (Paul and Smith, 2008). Female candidates

are also viewed as better able to handle family responsibilities while serving in of-

fice, being more sensitive than men, and possessing superior people skills (Huddy

and Terkildsen, 1993); (Fox, Richard; Lawless, 2004); (Alexander and Andersen,

1993). Men are assumed to be stronger leaders, better in a crisis, more decisive and

competent (Burrell, 1994); (Fox, Richard; Lawless, 2004); (Huddy and Terkildsen,

1993). Masculine trait stereotypes also include assertiveness, possessing a strong

personality, superior speaking skills to women, and overall being better suited to

politics (Rosenwasser and Dean, 1989) (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993) (Sanbon-

matsu, 2003).
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Voters do not evenly apply stereotypes about female candidates to their eval-

uations as female candidates do not always behave in ways that reinforce stereo-

types voters hold about women running for office (Bauer, 2018); (Schneider and

Bos, 2016); (Sanbonmatsu and Dolan, 2009); (Fridkin and Kenney, 2014); (Hayes

and Lawless, 2016). Bauer demonstrated experimentally that female candidates’

‘trespass’ into the other party’s issues in order to garner support (which male can-

didates do as well) but doing so disproportionately harms female candidates on

favorability both withinand outside their own party (Bauer, 2018). Partisanship,

as a key part of the voting calculus, can interact with gender stereotypes to pro-

duce differences in how voters evaluate women from the two parties. Bauer’s work

shows that when voters are presented with ’feminine’ information, female stereo-

types are activated only for Democratic female candidates. Masculine information

ameliorates the influence of female stereotypes for female and male candidates.

When voters are presented with both stereotypically feminine and masculine in-

formation, Democratic candidates are evaluated more favorably than Republican

candidates, suggesting an interactive influence of party and gender on candidate

evaluations (Bauer, 2018). Research even suggests that voters perceive gender dif-

ferences within each of the political parties, further complicating voter evaluations

and candidate stereotypes (Sanbonmatsu and Dolan, 2009).

Gender and party also interact when candidates take on traits or policy issues

which trespass onto the other party’s political territory. For example, voters view

Republicans as more moral and stronger leaders than Democrats, whereas voters

view Democrats as more compassionate and empathetic. These traits may allow

candidates particular electoral advantages, particularly when candidates trespass

on the other party’s associated traits (Hayes, 2005). However, trespassing strategies

have differing results across the sexes; male candidates gain more electoral support

from voters outside their party with trespassing strategies than female candidates

do (Bauer, 2018).

One progression on the study of stereotype use in candidate evaluation is on
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stereotype activation. Scholars find that gender stereotypes are only activated when

they are brought up in the course of a campaign (Bauer, 2015). Bauer posits a the-

ory of stereotype activation, wherein women are stereotyped into communal roles

(caring, emotional) and men into agentic roles (active, decisive) (Bauer, 2015). The

incongruity between leadership and feminine traits results in the expectation that

feminine stereotypes will disadvantage women candidates. However, stereotype ac-

tivation and use by voters depends on the level of information the voter receives

on a particular candidate. When only the partisan cue for a female candidate

is provided to respondents, stereotypes will not be activated. When stereotypes

are activated through media attention to the novelty of women running for office,

the interaction between stereotype use and candidate gender is significant. Thus

feminine stereotypes do influence vote choice.

Importantly, scholars have identified that trait-based gender stereotypes can be

an influential piece of candidate evaluation (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993; Huddy

and Casesse, 2013; Bauer, 2015). Study of the link between gender and traits has

concluded that a woman running for office is not inextricably linked to trait-based

gender stereotypes (Schneider and Bos, 2013; Brooks 2011). Specifically, Huddy

and Capelos find that candidate gender did not bear a significant impact on the

trait ratings of the candidates. That is, candidates were not evaluated based on

their gender, but on the traits candidates were assigned in the conditions respon-

dents evaluated. Despite an ample body of research considering voter evaluations of

female candidates, the literature is lacking work that examines stereotype activa-

tion when two female candidates compete for office. More pointedly, experimental

work has not examined voter evaluations of two candidates simultaneously.

Moving Forward

Despite the body of literature on female candidates, stereotype use in evaluating

women running for office, and examinations of whether use of stereotypes impact
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candidates, identifiable gaps still exist in the women and politics literature that

remain unexamined. First, and most broadly, is the element of competition in

voter evaluations of electoral contests. Extensive work has been conducted using

experimental designs that feature vignettes– asking respondents to evaluate a single

candidate while manipulating party, gender, and myriad other factors. While these

works contributed to the extant knowledge on candidate evaluation, they miss

a critical element of a voters’ calculus: competition. When considering whether

to vote for a female candidate, voters almost always have another candidate to

consider. This occurs both in the general election, where party labels matter, but

also in primary elections, where partisan considerations are muted. In recent years,

these two candidates are more frequently both women.

Scant work has been conducted on the effect of electoral competition and com-

peting evaluations. Ditonto and Andersen (2018) find that when respondents were

evaluating a female candidate in a House race, and a woman was also running for

president, respondents rated the female running in the House 10 to 15 points lower

on a feeling thermometer scale. In their second study, respondents evaluated four

elections simultaneously, with up to eight female candidates to evaluate. They find

that female House candidates running as the only in-party woman are bolstered

by 10 thermometer points by respondents. However, for each additional in-party

woman on the ballot, respondent evaluations drop over 5 points per woman. More

women running results in increasingly negative evaluations of female candidates

(Ditonto and Andersen, 2018).

Junn and Andersen call attention to the diminished real-world applicability

of studies where voters are asked to evaluate one candidate, or one candidate at

a time (Andersen and Junn, 2010). They write that ”choices and real candidate

evaluations are not made in a vacuum, but always in comparison to another can-

didate” (2010, p. 446). Furthermore, Junn and Andersen highlight the potential

measurement error issues when respondents evaluate elections one candidate at

a time. They write that ”respondents evaluating a single candidate are always
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able to inflate their evaluations in the absence of another option” (Andersen and

Junn, 2010), p. 446. Other scholars build on this issue, addressing the differences

between experimental and observational findings. Andersen and Ditonto comment

that work which finds gender stereotypes matter to candidate evaluations are typ-

ically experimental, while those that show gender does not matter typically rely

on nationally representative survey data (Ditonto and Andersen, 2018).

This gap in the extant literature leaves scholars with survey and observational

data that has high external validity, but little knowledge about the nature of

competitive elections from an experimental perspective. Experimental data give

researchers insight into the more behavioral elements of candidate evaluation. Sin-

gle candidate evaluations by voters are not indicative of the cognitive processes,

information seeking, and behavioral elements that occur in the real world. This pa-

per provides a novel examination, positing first that scholarship must consider how

voters evaluate elections when they are presented with two candidates to evaluate

simultaneously. Furthermore, scholarship needs to be conducted on races with two

women running against each other. The literature would lead us to believe that it

is possible women competing for office would not be evaluated with significantly

higher levels of stereotype use or bias; however, given Bauer’s theory of gender

activation, perhaps more reliance on stereotypes could result from a two-woman

race (2015).

The existing literature gives us an excellent place to begin the following in-

quiries: (1) when two women compete for office, do voters more heavily rely on

feminine stereotypes compared to other races? (2) Do trait-based evaluations fol-

low the same pattern when examining a full competitive election, rather than

candidates in isolation?

Understanding how voters evaluate women as candidates for political office al-

lows scholars to consider both the cognitive processes behind these evaluations,

and the effects of the stereotypes in the real world. Indeed, Bauer makes this point

when highlighting the differences between social psychology and political science.
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She writes that social psychology seeks to understand the process of stereotype re-

liance, while political science seeks to understand the effects of voters or individuals

using stereotypes for evaluation purposes (Bauer, 2015).

The extant literature broadly confirms that gender stereotypes are indeed used

in evaluating candidates but are not always activated (Bauer, 2018). Further-

more, gender stereotypes appear to be most heavily relied upon by voters in low-

information contexts (Sapiro, 1981) (Alexander and Andersen, 1993) (McDermott,

1998) (Ditonto, 2017) (Bauer, 2018). This body of research, however, examines

candidates in isolation almost exclusively, and does not consider the competitive

context. Furthermore, the existing literature focuses on mixed-gender races. This

is unsurprising, given that the emergence of female candidates has only begun in-

creasing in the past few decades. However, in recent years, the prevalence of female

candidates has resulted in a surge in primaries and even general elections where

two women compete against each other on the ballot.

There are two possible outcomes of an all-female election. A) voters could en-

counter two female candidates competing and gender stereotypes could ‘wash out’,

which would resemble a process similar to competing frames of equal strength; or

B) voters could encounter two female candidates competing and gender stereotypes

could be utilized, and potentially more relied upon, to evaluate the election.

Framing scholars specifically examine equivalent and competing frames. When

frames are of equal strength, the framing effects wash out and the voter does not

evaluate with any additional applied bias (Chong and Druckman, 2007). Applying

this work to elections between two women relies upon equivalent strength. When

voters are presented with two frames of equivalent strength, the net framing effect

is none, thus bearing no influence on the respondent’s evaluation (Tversky and

Khaneman, 1974; (Chong and Druckman, 2007). Frames of equal strength must

also be equal in availability, accessibility and applicability (Chong and Druckman,

2007). Competing frames do not always cancel each other out; when one is weaker,

the stronger frame will bear an effect on the voter (Chong and Druckman, 2007).
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Assuming that voters are presented with equally strong and qualified candi-

dates, respondents who evaluate an election between two women may not view

gender as an evaluatory tool, as both candidates possess the trait (of being a

woman) and both candidates are logically equivalent. If candidates are equally

qualified, and there are no substantial differences between the two to alter pref-

erences, the effect of gender will be nullified, resulting in respondents evaluating

an election between two women no differently than they would another election

between a woman and a man or two men.

While framing theory provides a compelling case for all-female elections to be

evaluated with no more bias than a more typical election, extant work suggests that

another possibility could occur. When voters are faced with evaluating two candi-

dates simultaneously, specifically, two stereotypically feminine candidates, instead

of these effects washing out, the bias used to evaluate the election could become

more prominent. To test whether competitive elections between feminine candi-

dates produce different results than single candidate evaluations, I propose the

following hypotheses:

H1: In a competitive election setting, when voters evaluate candidates simul-

taneously, candidates assigned feminine traits will be evaluated with more use of

stereotypes than those assigned masculine traits.

H2: In a competitive election setting, when voters evaluate candidates simul-

taneously, candidates assigned feminine traits will be perceived as less qualified to

hold elected office than those assigned masculine traits.

H3: Elections between two women will have the highest levels of stereotype

activation compared to other electoral settings.

Data and Method

Leveraging a survey experiment provides the researcher with the ability to make

causal inferences about the relationships between variables (Brader, 2005). Specifi-
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Figure 2.1: List of Experimental Conditions

cally, I choose to utilize an experiment to examine what occurs when voters evaluate

an election between two women compared to a male-female election or an all-male

election. The experiment was conducted on Mechanical Turk and provided data

on how voters respond to candidates who fit one stereotypic profile. That is, the

candidates were portrayed as wholly masculine or wholly feminine. Below I detail

the experimental conditions, measures of the dependent variable, and results.

Experimental Design, Experiment 1:

I administered a survey experiment on April 7-8 of 2019 to 243 Mechanical Turk

respondents. Mechanical Turk is a respondent pool managed by Amazon and is

open to researchers to post their studies. ”Turkers” opt-in to the study; in this case,

they were required to be both 18 years of age or older and living in the United

States. Respondents were paid fifty cents for their time for the approximately 10-15

minutes spent taking this study.

Respondents were assigned to one of six conditions. Each condition immediately

asked respondents for their partisan identification so their response could be piped

into the election context they were evaluating. Subsequently, respondents were told

that they were evaluating a primary election for governor of Virginia, a state that

has historically been held by Republicans, but more recently swung Democrat.

Each respondent views two brochures on the same page– one for the first candi-

date in their assigned condition, the other for the second candidate. The brochures

utilize both policy and trait stereotypes to elicit voter biases. The conditions are

listed below:
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The dependent variables used in this study capture stereotype activation and

application, measured three ways. First, respondents answer a series of questions,

asked to rate each candidate from 1-7 on Harsh/lenient, Hard/soft, Cold/warm,

Distant/caring, Strong/weak. These variables are coded from masculine to femi-

nine, indicating that the higher response from respondents scored higher on stereo-

type reliance. I recode the midpoint of the response as 0, the lowest ratings (most

cold, etc.) as -3, and highest ratings (most warm, etc.) as 3. This gives a better

idea of deviation from the midpoint and helps visualize these data more efficiently.

Then, respondents answer if they believe each candidate would be a good gover-

nor, and if they would make a good president in ten years. These questions capture

stereotype application. Higher scores signal higher perceived qualifications to hold

office. Respondents answer the questions on a 1 to 7 scale, where 1 is ”not at all

qualified” and 7 is ”extremely qualified”. My independent variable of interest is

the condition to which respondents were assigned. Each condition was presented

evenly to the 243 respondents.

Pretesting Results

The treatment or manipulation in my experiment was presenting respondents with

two candidate brochures that I created. Each brochure contained information about

the candidate, utilizing policy and trait stereotypes. In the example below, Kate

Wallace’s brochure is highly feminine. The quote on the left-hand side from a col-

league emphasizes her public service, while Wallace’s quote in the middle panel

highlights her as a wife and mother. Simultaneously, the brochure emphasizes pol-

icy stereotypes applied to women candidates, such as Wallace’s policy priorities

of schools, childcare options, and healthcare. The other three brochures can be

viewed in the Appendix.

In order to assure that my treatments were effective, I pretested my treat-

ments to a group or respondents. Pretesting ensured two key things. First, that
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Figure 2.2: Example Candidate Brochure (Kate Wallace, Feminine)
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the candidates were perceived as equal in strength, and second, that the brochures

were believable, or candidates actually running for office. The pretesting results

illustrated that my brochures are effective manipulations. For the two male candi-

date brochures, 75% of respondents perceived the two men to be equally qualified,

and 70% of respondents perceived the brochures to be believable. For the female

candidate brochures, 89% of respondents perceived the candidates to be equally

qualified, and 75% perceived the brochures as believable. After this pretesting, I

moved forward with the experiment administration.

Results of Experiment 1:

I conducted a series of group means tests and plotted them to examine the differ-

ences between voter evaluations for particular candidates. Figure 3 provides a way

to examine the differences of stereotype reliance when a feminine woman has both

another feminine woman and a masculine woman as her opponent. We can see that

when a feminine woman competes against a masculine woman, the mean stereo-

type reliance scores for respondents is lower and significantly different than when

her opponent is another feminine woman. When two feminine women compete for

office, voters rely more heavily on gender stereotypes to evaluate the election than

when a feminine woman’s opponent is a masculine woman. I thus find support

for hypothesis 1: a feminine woman causes more stereotype use in the

presence of another woman.

Figure 4 illustrates stereotype activation when a masculine woman’s opponent

is both a man and a feminine woman. We can see that when a masculine woman’s

opponent is a man, she is perceived with overall more reliance on masculine stereo-

types (below the 0 line). When her opponent is a feminine woman, despite embody-

ing male policy and trait stereotypes, the masculine woman is perceived as much

more feminine when her opponent is a feminine woman.

We can also turn to figure 5 to help further illustrate how the presence of a
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Figure 2.3: Mean stereotype activation score when a feminine woman competes
against a feminine woman and a masculine woman

Figure 2.4: Mean stereotype activation score when a masculine man competes
against a masculine man and a feminine woman
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Figure 2.5: Mean stereotype activation score when a man competes against a mas-
culine woman and another man

woman can change the perceptions of candidates. When a man runs against either

another man or a woman, he is rated as much more feminine when he runs against

a woman. This is counter-intuitive: one would think that running against a woman

would make respondents view a man in an election as more masculine. However,

this figure illustrates that when a masculine man and a masculine woman compete,

the presence of the woman in the election results in the man being evaluated with

higher levels of stereotypes than when he runs against another man. Indeed, the

only times that respondents view candidates as more masculine than feminine

(crossing the zero threshold) is a masculine woman competing against a masculine

man (-0.15), or when a masculine man competes against a masculine man (-0.355).

Possible explanations for this occurrence are discussed below.

Figure 6 illustrates the mean stereotype reliance scores for each electoral context

evaluated by respondents. On the left-hand side we see the man versus man control

condition. In line with my theory and expectations, this electoral context results

in less stereotype reliance than all other electoral conditions. There are significant
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Figure 2.6: Mean stereotype reliance for entire election across conditions

differences between several conditions; namely, at the inclusion of women into

an election. Of particular interest is the feminine woman versus feminine woman

electoral context. Respondents rely significantly more on gender stereotypes to

evaluate an all-woman election when both candidates are feminine than they do

when the candidates are masculine women, a masculine woman and masculine man,

or all men. This provides support for my third Hypothesis: elections between two

women have the highest levels of stereotype reliance compared to other electoral

settings.

Figure 7 provides examination of the various electoral contexts and whether

respondents evaluated each election differently in terms of whether the candidates

were qualified to hold the governor’s office. On the left-hand side, we see the man

versus man control condition, and the right the feminine woman versus feminine

woman condition. There are no significant differences across electoral contexts,

which is in line with existing literature. Voters tend to think that women are

suited for particular levels of office (Dolan, 1997). Subsequently, these findings are
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Figure 2.7: Mean perceived qualifications for Governor for each electoral context

in line with existing work. All-woman elections at the gubernatorial level should

not result in significant differences from other electoral contexts.

We now examine differences in perceived qualification at the presidential level

in Figure 8. We can see there are, in particular, significant differences in perceived

qualification between an all-man election to an all-woman election, especially if

those women are feminine. This could be explained by the increased association

with the presidency to masculine traits and policies, such as engagement with for-

eign policy, tax policy, and being a tough and decisive leader (Huddy et al., 1993).

Respondents perhaps view the women candidates as significantly less qualified to

be president for these reasons. These results support Hypothesis 2, which

states that feminine candidates, especially when they run against an-

other feminine candidate, are seen as less qualified to hold elected office,

particularly at the presidential level.

Turning back to the hypotheses, this first experiment allows us to cautiously
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Figure 2.8: Mean perceived qualifications for president in each electoral context

confirm each hypothesis. First, the data show that respondents evaluating an elec-

tion with a feminine candidate have higher levels of stereotype activation compared

to those with masculine candidates. Furthermore, conditions with masculine candi-

dates present have overall stereotype activation scores lower than respondents who

evaluated an election between a feminine woman vs. a feminine woman. Secondly,

for both governor and presidential office, respondents believed that candidates

who were more masculine were more qualified to hold office. Feminine candidates

in all pairings were evaluated with higher reliance on stereotypes, and rated as less

qualified, than respondents who embodied traditionally masculine traits. Finally,

elections between two women will have the highest levels of stereotype activation

compared to other electoral settings. This finding is in line with the existing lit-

erature and hypothesis 3. Implications of this finding are numerous and discussed

below.
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Experiment 2: Volunteer Science

In order to confirm my initial findings and expand them, I employed a larger con-

venience sample study through Volunteer Science. Volunteer Science is an online-

based survey company which fields studies for researchers by posting them onto

their website. Survey takers, who are all volunteer and unpaid, may take any sur-

vey they wish provided they meet the researchers’ stipulations. I fielded my study

with Volunteer Science May 2019 through October 2019. After incomplete cases

were dropped, 377 respondents remained.

Respondents took part in my survey experiment that was quite similar to the

MTurk experiment, with two conditions altered. In my Volunteer Science sample,

I changed three treatment conditions. I presented respondents with ‘mixed’ can-

didates that better reflect how candidates might run in the ‘real world’. These

mixed candidates held a mix of gender stereotypes in both trait and policy. For

example, a mixed female candidate might highlight that she is a mother, while

also pushing for more stereotypically masculine policy issues such as infrastructure

and e-commerce. Two conditions included mixed candidates: two mixed female

candidates competing, and a mix man candidate running against a mix woman

candidate. Full description of the conditions is below.

I also included a condition with two men running as highly feminine in a stereo-

typical sense. The two brochures presented to respondents framed the men as fa-

thers and public servants focused on education and healthcare. The inclusion of

‘feminine men’ allows me to better test whether it is traits and policy stereotypes

driving negative evaluations, or sex of candidates. If traits and policy stereotypes

drive evaluations, then the feminine men should be evaluated nearly as poorly as

the feminine women running for office. However, if sex drives the evaluations, the

man vs. man condition should still have the highest levels of perceived competence

to hold office.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental Conditions in Volunteer Science Sample (Sample 2)

I hold the same hypotheses for my Volunteer Science sample, with an additional

hypothesis regarding the mixed candidates. In line with my expectations for the

MTurk experiment, I predicted the following outcomes:

H1: In a competitive election setting, when voters evaluate candidates simul-

taneously, candidates assigned feminine traits will be evaluated with more use of

stereotypes than those assigned masculine traits.

H2: In a competitive election setting, when voters evaluate candidates simul-

taneously, female candidates assigned both masculine and feminine traits will be

evaluated with no significant differences in reliance on gender stereotypes when

their opponent is a man with mixed traits.

H3: In a competitive election setting, when voters evaluate candidates simul-

taneously, when a female candidate with mixed traits runs against another mixed

female candidate, she will be evaluated with more use of stereotypes than when

her opponent is a man.

H4: In a competitive election setting, when voters evaluate candidates simul-

taneously, candidates assigned feminine traits will be perceived as less qualified to

hold elected office than those assigned masculine traits.

H5: Elections between two women will have the highest levels of stereotype
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activation compared to other electoral settings.

H6: Feminine men will be perceived as equally, if not more qualified, to hold

office compared to women candidates.

As in the MTurk experiment, respondents were randomly assigned to one of

the six conditions. Respondents viewed two candidate brochures simultaneously,

and then answered questions about their perceptions of the candidates. The same

dependent variable measures were utilized. Below are the results for the Volunteer

Science experiment.

Figure 10 illustrates the mean stereotype reliance scores of a feminine candidate

when her competition is both a feminine woman and a masculine woman. On the

y axis, zero represents a neutral stereotype reliance, where anything above zero

indicates an overall reliance on feminine stereotypes to evaluate the election. We

can see that when a feminine woman competes against a feminine woman, there is

overall more reliance on gender stereotypes to evaluate the election. Additionally,

when a feminine woman competes against a masculine woman, respondents rely

more heavily on gender stereotypes to evaluate the feminine candidate. This is a

finding not elucidated in my Mechanical Turk sample. Indeed this finding suggest a

counter-hypothetical result: a feminine woman is evaluated with more reliance on

stereotypes when her opponent frames herself as a candidate with highly masculine

policy and traits. Despite being counter-hypothetical, this finding is in line with

my overall theory. Elections between two women are evaluated with more use of

gender stereotypes than other electoral contexts.

Hypothesis 2 predicts that female candidates assigned both masculine and fem-

inine traits will be evaluated with no significantly increased reliance on gender

stereotypes than a man with mixed traits. Figure 10 illustrates support for Hy-

pothesis 2. There are no significant differences between a mixed trait and policy

man and a mixed trait and policy female. Importantly, however, is to note that
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Figure 2.10: Mean Stereotype reliance when Feminine Women Compete Against
Feminine and Masculine Women

both candidates are above the zero line, indicating that the overall evaluations of

both candidates is more feminine than masculine (below zero). While there are no

statistically significant differences between the way respondents evaluated a mix

woman and mix man, respondents viewed a male candidate who possessed some

stereotypically feminine policies and traits as on the whole more feminine than

masculine. Hypothesis 2 is supported.

Figure 12 illustrates support for Hypothesis 3. When women and men candi-

dates are presented with a mix of stereotypically feminine and masculine traits and

policy areas, voters still evaluate women candidates with higher levels of gender

stereotype reliance than they do when a woman’s opponent is a man. That is,

the only difference between these two candidates is their sex. I subsequently find

support for Hypothesis 3: mixed women candidates are still evaluated with more

stereotype reliance than mixed male candidates.

Hypothesis 4 predicts that candidates assigned feminine traits will be perceived

as less qualified to hold elected office than those assigned mixed traits. Figure 13

illustrates that in some cases, feminine women might actually be perceived as more
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Figure 2.11: Mean Stereotype Reliance for Mix Trait Men and Women

Figure 2.12: Mean Stereotype Reliance When a Mix Trait Woman Competes
Against a Mix Trait Woman and Mix Trait Man
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Figure 2.13: Perceived Qualifications for Governor between Mixed and Feminine
Women

qualified to hold particular office. In this case, a feminine woman candidate is rated

as more qualified to be governor than a mixed trait woman candidate. There are

a few explanations for this occurrence. First, it could be that on the whole, voters

perceive women candidates to be more qualified to hold particular offices (Dolan,

1997). It could also be a phenomenon of issue ownership. Voters perceive particular

candidates, parties, or identity groups to ‘own’ particular policy issues. It is possible

that respondents in this case viewed the feminine woman candidate to have policy

issues that better suited her sex, and therefore rated her slightly higher than a

mixed trait candidate who had a bit of issue trespassing (Bauer, 2018).

While some ambiguity exists at the gubernatorial level, at the presidential level,

respondents clearly perceived feminine women to be less qualified to hold office than

women with mixed policy and traits. In this case, embodying some of the traits

and policies that are stereotypically associated with men result in higher perceived

qualifications to hold the presidential office. This finding supports hypothesis 4:

candidates assigned feminine traits will be perceived as less qualified to hold certain

elected offices than those assigned mixed traits.

An additional finding illustrates support for hypothesis 4 (Figure 14). When

men and women candidates compete against each other and hold a mix of policy
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Figure 2.14: Mixed Women Perceived as More Qualified than Feminine Women

areas and traits, they are not perceived as significantly different in terms of qualifi-

cations to hold the governor’s office. However, as illustrated above, when feminine

women enter a race, they are evaluated more poorly. This also lends support to

the hypothesis that candidates assigned feminine traits will be perceived as less

qualified to hold elected office than those assigned mixed traits.

Hypothesis 5 states that feminine men will be perceived as equally, if not more

qualified, to hold office compared to women candidates. Previous figures hinted

at finding support for this hypothesis. Further support is illustrated in the next

figures.

In Figure 16, we see that men who are presented to respondents with stereo-

typically feminine traits and policy priorities are viewed as more qualified to be

governor than feminine women. Additionally, the difference between a masculine

woman and a feminine man is nearly one point (on a seven point scale). Masculine

women who are presented to respondents as stereotypically masculine in traits and

policies are rated as significantly less qualified to hold the governor’s office than a

man who is presented with feminine traits and policies. This could be explained by

men gaining a ’boost’ from embodying non-traditional traits or policies for male

politicians, while women are punished for ’trespassing’ onto masculine policies and
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Figure 2.15: Mixed Men and Women Not Perceived as Significantly Different in
Qualifications to be President

traits.

It seems that there is some punishment for feminine men, however. We now look

to respondent ratings of candidates for president. When comparing evaluations of

feminine and mixed male candidates, respondents perceive a male candidate with

mixed traits and policies to be significantly more qualified to be president than a

feminine man.

Additional support is lent from Figure 16. When examining evaluations of can-

didates running for governor, respondents perceive feminine men as significantly

more qualified to hold the governor’s office than a feminine or masculine woman.

This lends particular support to hypothesis 6. Even compared to a woman who is

running ‘as a man’ in both policy and traits, a man running with feminine policies

and traits is considered more qualified to hold office. The key difference here is the

sex of the candidates. The feminine woman and feminine man are not substan-

tively different in any way other than sex. The masculine woman runs on traits

and policies stereotypically associated with male candidates, yet her qualification

ratings are substantially lower than a man who is embodying feminine traits and
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Figure 2.16: Feminine Men Viewed as more Qualified to be Governor than any
Woman

Figure 2.17: Feminine Men Punished in Perceived Qualifications Compared to
Mixed Men for President
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policy issues.

Discussion

The results presented in this paper suggest a few key findings that illuminate the

growing phenomenon of women running against other women for office.

In the Mechanical Turk experiment, running against a woman makes any can-

didate seem more feminine. This holds for men and women competing against a

woman. Second, when two women compete for office, voters rely more heavily on

stereotypes to make their evaluation than any other matchup of candidates. In

the Volunteer Science Sample, I find consistent results with my first experiment

and find additional support for my overall theory. Broadly, when women compete

against men, women in some cases (such as when both candidates have mixed

traits) can be viewed with equal reliance on stereotypes. However, when women

compete against women, feminine women are overall evaluated with more reliance

on stereotypes. As Figure 10 illustrated, there might be support for feminine women

being evaluated with less reliance on gender stereotypes if her opponent is a mascu-

line woman. In line with this finding is the potential for feminine women to be rated

as more qualified to be governor when her opponent is another feminine woman,

rather than a woman with mixed traits and policies. Voters could be punishing the

mixed woman for ’tresspassing’ on male policy issues or traits.

In regard to qualifications for office, I echo my findings from my first experi-

ment. Women with mixed policy foci and traits are viewed as more qualified to be

president. Additionally, by virtue of being male, men are rated as more qualified

to hold office than women. This is illustrated by figures 16 and 17. A feminine

man is rated as more qualified to be governor than either a feminine or masculine

woman. That is, a woman running with wholly masculine policy areas and traits is

perceived as significantly less qualified than a man running with wholly feminine

policies and traits. I do find support that at the presidential level there is some
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punishment for a man being too feminine. Feminine men are rated as less qualified

to be president by respondents than a man with mixed policy and traits.

The overall findings presented here identifies another hurdle for women in

achieving office. In addition to barriers to entry, difficulty being seen as compe-

tent or qualified, women running now face the additional issue of considering their

opponent. When more women run for office, the more elections between women

will occur. The findings presented here suggest that when women compete against

women, evaluations of their candidacy and qualifications to hold office can be bi-

ased moreso than if their opponent were male. This finding, coupled with evidence

that women are still perceived as less qualified than men to hold the presidency,

suggests that women still face distinct electoral disadvantages in particular con-

texts. Women have been running for office since Elizabeth Cady Stanton ran in

1866 and will continue to face a litany of considerations and obstacles based on

the context and setting of the electoral race set before her.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The dearth of female political office holders has been attributed to various causes.

Some scholars argue that women are less likely to have political ambition to run for

office (Fox, Richard; Lawless, 2004); others find evidence that political parties and

party elites keep women out of the running (Sanbonmatsu, 2006) (Niven, 1998).

Despite these disheartening findings, scholars generally agree that when women

run for elected office, women win elected office (Kenney et al., 2014). Nevertheless,

continuing debate on female candidates for political office centers on the influence

of voter attitudes and stereotypes on candidate evaluation and electoral success.

As illustrated through this paper, women seeking elected office still face myr-

iad obstacles to their success. Further considerations must be studied on how to

ameliorate bias in voter evaluations. Additionally, future work should address how

candidates can best position themselves to limit biased evaluations, and how to
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push back against gender stereotypes regardless of the sex of their opponent.
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Chapter 3

Chapter 3: Competitive Women:

Utilizing DPTE to Illustrate

Voter Reliance on Gender

Stereotypes in All-Female

Elections

Introduction

Chapter 2 identified (yet another) hurdle for women achieving office: the sex of her

opponent. My findings suggest that a) running against a woman makes any can-

didate seem more feminine, b) voters rely more heavily on stereotypes to evaluate

a woman vs. woman election, c) women, even if they present themselves as wholly

masculine, are viewed as less qualified to hold office than a male candidate. These

findings point to women candidates facing additional difficulties in being evaluated

fairly and perceived as qualified when they run against other women candidates.

Thus, I find preliminary support for my theory of gender saturation, wherein elec-
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tions between two women result in higher reliance on gender stereotypes not only

due to two women being present, but also the presence of highly feminine traits

and policy preferences exhibited by the candidates themselves.

The findings in Chapter 2 relied on static experiments to exhibit the special

electoral circumstances of a voter evaluating an all-women election. Static exper-

iments are typically presented in the form of vignettes, or small descriptions of

candidates. In my first two experiments, I presented respondents with brochures

as a static treatment in manipulating the electoral context. The main goal of static

experiments is the outcome– in my case, the evaluation of the candidate through

vote choice or preference. In a dynamic setting, the outcome is still measured, but

the focus shifts from a simple outcome to how the voter came to that outcome.

Specifically, dynamic experimental designs allow the researcher to “assess the in-

fluence of political demographic factors on the pattern, content, and amount of

information voters access and rely upon when making political decisions” (Chen,

2019).

Dynamic experiments provide an excellent way for me to shift the focus of

all-women elections from a simple outcome of vote choice or preference to an ex-

amination of the decision making processes voters undertake when presented with

an all-woman election. Elections between two female candidates are still novel,

and this leaves researchers with limited information on how voters may treat them

differently than other electoral settings. As shown by chapter 2, voters do treat

all-woman elections differently, in that they rely more heavily on gender stereo-

types to evaluate the candidates. Static experiments can only offer us so much

information, however. Thus, in this chapter I turn to dynamic experiments to best

understand the information seeking and decision making processes that go into a

voter evaluating an all-woman election.

I ask several interrelated research questions to best investigate all-woman elec-

tions in a dynamic experimental setting:
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• When presented with an election between two women, do voters engage in

different information seeking patterns than they do in a mixed gender race?

• When voters encounter an all-woman election, and are given complete control

over information seeking, do voters have more or less bias in their evaluations

of candidates?

• Are voters more likely to view female candidates who compete against other

female candidates as less desirable candidates?

Information Seeking

A key part of the candidate evaluation process is information seeking. Voters can

acquire information from many sources: newspapers, television, online resources,

or social media to name a few. However, the process of information seeking can be

time intensive and costly and many voters will not choose to invest their time or

energy into seeking information in earnest (Simon, 1955). Subsequently, voters rely

on information shortcuts, or heuristics, to get information relevant to the political

decision at hand. Below I will detail the relevant information processing theories

and reference literature that helps capture how voters evaluate political candidates

for office.

When voters encounter a piece of information, they unconsciously proceed into

steps of information processing: receiving information, priming appropriate node or

schema, matching information to knowledge structures, assessing information and

storing in memory. If a voter decides that the information is useful for an evaluation

on a political issue or candidate, she will retrieve the evaluation from memory and

use it to aide in her decision ((Lodge and Stroh, 1993); (Ottati and Wyer, 1990).

The literature tells us that voters do not exhaustively or evenhandedly seek and

evaluate information(Lau and Redlawsk, 2006). If this is so, how do voters get

enough information to decide who to vote for?
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Lau and Redlawsk detail information processing patterns, including Rational

Choice, Confirmatory Decision Making, Fast And Frugal Decision Making, and

Semiautomatic Intuitive Decision Making. In the context of a candidate evaluation

under time pressure, Fast And Frugal Decision Making is most likely occurring in

the context of this paper’s experiment. Fast and Frugal decision making refers

to a person’s ability to identify and utilize heirustics to make quick decisions.

Consequences of this decision making model include “more moderate, less polarized

candidate evaluations; better quality decisions when decisions are– or perceived to

be– extremely difficult” (Lau and Redlawsk, 2006) p.46). Fast and Frugal decision

making has been shown to work well when respondents are making inferences

about groups (Reimer and Katsikopoulos, 2004). In addition to a quick method

of decision making, candidate evaluation can take the form of comparisons. In

particular, voters may focus on comparing a single issue or characteristic (Popkin,

1994).

What happens if a voter encounters information that they do not agree with?

For example, a voter might be evaluating a political candidate in their party (Re-

publican), but they encounter a news article that details that candidate’s ardent

support for global warming and climate change policy adaptation. The voter will

likely engage in motivated reasoning. Directional or political reasoning occurs when

individuals are motivated to arrive at a certain conclusion, and they construct

justifications of that conclusion that would persuade a neutral observer (Kunda,

1990).

Voters will use biased reasoning to come to a conclusion that affirms their par-

tisanship. Instead of seeking new information to contradict this new information,

they use what knowledge they already have, coupled with heuristics and other

cues, to ‘spin’ the new information to match their partisanship. This ‘spinning’ of

information is what Lodge and Taber argue is rational. Individuals do not even-

handedly evaluate information, but that does not mean they do not make rational

choices based off of the biased information evaluation. Lodge and Taber find that
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biased processing of information happens most among people with the strongest at-

titudes, most confidence in those attitudes, the most information, and most ability

to incorporate evidence into their prior held beliefs (Taber and Lodge, 2006).

Where does this leave the average voter? Most voters do not actually seek that

much information. They rely on heuristics, or information shortcuts. When they do

encounter information that is incongruent with their previously held beliefs, they

use motivated reasoning to reconcile the new information. This bleak picture of the

American voter is blunted by scholarship on heuristics, or information shortcuts.

Heuristics can be a primary source of information for many voters in many con-

texts. Heuristics are used for problems that would take too much time or mental

energy to solve correctly (Kahneman et al., 1982). Commonly used heuristics in-

clude party identification, ideology, endorsements of a candidate, poll results, and

candidate appearance (Taber and Lodge, 2006). It is logical that voters would rely

on heuristics to gain information about a political object. Not only do heuristics

aid in cognitively difficult decisions, but heuristics also are instrumental in limit-

ing the time spent making a decision. People identify factual information two to

three times slower than when making affective judgements, thus making the use of

heuristics particularly valuable as a time-saving device (Taber and Lodge, 2006).

Heuristics can also include stereotypes (Lau, 2013) (Bittner, 2014). For ex-

ample, women are viewed as more compassionate than men, and subsequently are

evaluated as being more competent on compassion-related issues such as aid to the

poor (McDermott, 1998). Stereotypes can also be used as judgement heuristics, or

ways for voters to evaluate a person or candidate based on limited information

(Bodenhausen and Wyer, 1985).

Gender and Gender Stereotypes as Heuristics

A canonical citation on gender and gender stereotypes as a heuristics includes Vir-

ginia Sapiro’s work (Sapiro, 1981). This scholarship considered how voters eval-
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uated the content of speeches, competence, and political viability, demonstrat-

ing that gender provided an important heuristic in low-information settings. By

signaling gender through male and female name changes (John to Joan), Sapiro

found that when evaluating political speeches, student respondents did differen-

tially evaluate male and female candidates on some issues (education and health

policy, honesty), but the biggest difference across candidate gender came when it

came to deciding who to vote for. The majority of respondents believed that John

was very likely or likely to win his election; only 49 percent of men and 45 percent

of women believed Joan was very likely or likely to win her election (Sapiro, 1981).

Other scholars considered the influence gender can play in candidate evaluation

in low-information settings. In a survey during the 1990 campaigns, Alexander and

Andersen demonstrated that when there is little information about a candidate,

gender role attitudes play a key role in the evaluation of a previously unknown

candidate (Alexander and Andersen, 1993). Gender attitudes of voters also play

a role in candidate favorability ratings when the candidate is a female challenger.

Furthermore, when there is no information available to voters, respondents at-

tribute leadership and issue skills based on sex (Arnesen, Duell and Johannesson,

2019). This work is echoed by other scholars, who find that voters stereotype female

and black candidates as more liberal than white males, and stereotype female and

black candidates as more dedicated to minority rights and transparent government,

respectively (McDermott, 1998).

More recent work in this area finds that gender stereotypes and bias are only

in- troduced to the evaluation process when respondents are engaged in a non-

complex, low cognitive-demand task. When asked about traits and candidate eval-

uation, stereotypes are used as cognitive heuristics; however, when respondents

were asked to do an information search and recall that information, vote choice did

not have biases related to gender (Riggle et al., 1997). Ditonto examines the effects

of gender on information search and vote choice (Ditonto, 2017). Through a DPTE

(Dynamic Process Tracing Environment) experiment simulating a campaign, the
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author finds that respondents change their information search based on candidate

gender. When the experiment focused on a female candidate, respondents searched

for information about competence and compassion, more so than when considering

male candidates. Other scholarship also finds that feminine information increases

feminine stereotypes, but masculine information suppresses feminine stereotypes.

Feminine information also improves evaluation of Democratic female candidates

on dimensions typically associated with female candidates, whereas masculine in-

formation does not benefit candidates on masculine leadership qualities(Bauer,

2018).

On the whole, the literature confirms that gender stereotypes can be informa-

tion shortcuts, particularly stereotypes about women regarding personality traits

and their policy issues. The information seeking and processing literature sug-

gests that in some contexts utilizing heuristics can lead to better, more accurate

choices while motivated reasoning can result in biased decision making (Lau and

Redlawsk, 2006) (Taber and Lodge, 2006). Subsequently, the literature points to

decision making as a product of circumstances and the type of information pro-

cessing. I discuss below my theory for why information may ameliorate bias even

when information shortcuts are taken in the context of my experiment.

Information Could Ameliorate Bias

Political behavior is often examined with regard to spatial models of politics where

people choose candidates closest to their preferred positions (Ordeshook, 1970)

(Downs, 1957). Specifically, voting behavior spatial models hold that each candi-

date takes a position along the space and range of all ideological positions, and the

voter supports whichever candidate most resembles their own opinion. Among the

factors that can influence the fit of the spatial model is the information level of the

voter. One study finds that independent voters with limited political information

have less precision in their decision making, while those who are more informed
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are more precise. Specifically, partisan biases decrease as information levels rise;

however, the impact of partisanship on evaluation is still a key contributor to over-

all political decision making (Jessee, 2010). Information, in this case, could limit

the biases in a political evaluation. When partisanship is not available as a cue to

evaluate candidates, voters turn to other types of information– namely candidate

experience. In their experiment and observational data, Kirkland and Coppock find

that when a partisan label is not available, voters have a difficult time inferring

ideology, and subsequently have a higher reliance on other aspects of a candidate

(Kirkland and Coppock, 2018).

Lau and Redlawsk’s body of work also suggests that in certain information

processing methods, information could ameliorate bias in decision making. In par-

ticular, they argue that the amount of time to make a decision matters. Under

the ‘Fast and Frugal Decision Making’ paradigm, voters make less polarized and

better quality decisions when time is limited and the decision is perceived to be

difficult (2006). If partisan labels are not available, and a time limit is imposed on

the information seeking stage of an experiment, the literature would suggest that

voters would a) have increased reliance on other information about the candidate,

such as their personality characteristics or policy preferences, and b) potentially

make better quality decisions

Given the research questions, I propose the following hypotheses:

1. Elections between two women will have the highest levels of stereotype re-

liance.

2. Information ameliorates bias. The more information (flow boxes) voters click

on, their evaluations will the less reliant on stereotypes.

3. Respondents will view feminine women candidates to be less qualified to hold

the presidential office.
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Experimental Design

This paper utilizes the Dynamic Process Tracing Environment to simulate a cam-

paign for a respondent in approximately 15 minutes. The Dynamic Process Tracing

Environment (henceforth DPTE) was designed to replace the information board

experiment. When scholars or advertising professionals wanted to investigate in-

formation seeking and decision making, respondents could come into a lab set-

ting where a board of potential information pieces were tacked onto the board

(Payne, 1976). Computerized versions of this were introduced in the 2000s, where

researchers could capture the entire process of information seeking in relation to

a political candidate (Huang, 2000). All information is equally accessible in these

experiments and simulates the potential ‘information overload’ that voters may en-

counter (Redlawsk and Lau, 2013). Thus, DPTE emerged as a method to simulate

modern campaigning.

DPTE begins by introducing a task to the respondent. In many cases, this

task is evaluating a political candidate or an entire election. Then, DPTE shows

respondents a scroll of boxes down a computer screen. Each box contains one

piece of information that the respondent may click on. Once clicked on, the box

reveals the information inside. For example, a respondent may choose to click on

a box entitled “Kate’s Experience,” wherein the box would contain information

about Kate (the candidate) and her prior experience in politics. The key difference

between a static, or regular information board, compared to DPTE is that DPTE

is dynamic. The scroll of information boxes simulate the barrage of information

voters receive during a campaign. Respondents are forced to spend their time wisely

and choose only the information that is most vital to them for their evaluation of a

candidate or campaign (Redlawsk and Lau, 2013). Importantly, DPTE simulates a

campaign in a laboratory setting. Real-time decisions must be made about which

information is important, while also guarding one’s time.
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Condition 1 Masculine Woman v. Man (Kate Wallace vs. Mark Mason)
Condition 2 Feminine Woman vs. Masculine Woman (Kate Wallace vs. Laura Lewis)
Condition 3 Feminine Woman vs. Man (Kate Wallace vs. Mark Mason)
Condition 4 Feminine Woman vs. Feminine Woman (Kate Wallace vs. Laura Lewis)

From a researcher’s perspective, DPTE can be an invaluable tool in under-

standing the information-seeking processes that voters undertake. For example, if

an experiment is conducted in DPTE, the program collects time spent on particu-

lar phases of the experiment, which and how many information pieces a respondent

examines, and in which order they do so. A specific benefit of DPTE to this pa-

per is the ability of DPTE to display dynamically a scroll of information that

can provide insight into gendered-based and gender stereotype-based evaluations

of candidates. I am able to collect information about which candidates elicited the

least (or most) information search and which pieces of information were examined

for each candidate.

I designed an experiment that simulates four election contexts. In these ex-

periments, one female candidate, Kate Wallace, has her characteristics switched

between more feminine and masculine traits. The second female candidate, Laura

Lewis, also switches between feminine and masculine traits. The male candidate

always has masculine traits. These four conditions are randomly assigned to each

respondent in the experiment, with a total of 198 respondents. The chart below

lists the four electoral contexts that are randomly presented to respondents.

The DPTE Experimental Process

Once a respondent is randomly assigned to a condition, they see a screen that

describes the task they are about to participate in. It states “You are being asked

to evaluate an election between the two candidates for the governor’s office in

Virginia. This is a primary election, meaning the candidates are competing against

each other to be the nominee to the general election. Both candidates are members
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Figure 3.1: Start Screen of a DPTE Experiment

of your party.” I invented each candidate, and created biographies and policy

platforms for each candidate. The candidates were pretested to ensure they were

generally equally qualified and believable (see Chapter 2 of this dissertation for

specific pretesting results).

Respondents then move to the information-seeking stage of the experiment.

They are told that they will have two minutes and thirty seconds to read any

information they choose. Boxes will continually move down the screen, and once

they disappear from the screen they cannot be accessed. Each box is titled with

the information that is in the box once clicked on. For example, a respondent
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Figure 3.2: Stage Description of DPTE Experiment
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Figure 3.3: Flow Screen in DPTE Experiment

would see a box in the scroll entitled “What [candidate’s name] colleagues say,”

and in that box would be a fabricated quote from a ‘colleague’ of the candidate.

If a respondent would like to view that particular piece of information, they click

on it at the risk of missing other information that scrolls downward without them

getting the chance to see it. This simulates the information-rich and decision-heavy

nature of political campaigns for voters.

After respondents go through the information-seeking stage, they are asked

questions that measure their perceptions of the candidates. First, respondents an-

swer a series of questions about candidate qualities. They are asked to then rate
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Figure 3.4: Flow Item Example
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Figure 3.5: Dependent Variable Measurement Stage

whether each candidate is Harsh/lenient, Hard/soft, Cold/warm, Distant/caring,

Strong/weak on a 1-7 scale. These variables are coded from masculine to feminine,

indicating that the higher response from respondents scored higher on feminine

tereotype reliance. I code the midpoint of the response as 0, the lowest ratings

(most cold, etc.) as -3, and highest ratings (most warm, etc.) as 3. This gives a

better idea of deviation from the midpoint and helps visualize these data more

efficiently.

Then, respondents answer if they believe each candidate would be a good gover-

nor, and if they would make a good president in ten years. These questions capture
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Figure 3.6: Dependent Variable Measurement Stage

stereotype application. Higher scores signal higher perceived qualifications to hold

office. Respondents answer the questions on a 1 to 7 scale, where 1 is ”not at all

qualified” and 7 is ”extremely qualified.” Once respondents have answered these

questions, they are asked “If the election were held today, who would you vote

for?” After completing the dependent variable questions, respondents answer some

demographic questions and the survey is completed.

To summarize, there are several variables of interest in this experiment. First is

the number of pieces of information a respondent engages in. This is operationalized

by the number of flow items a respondent clicks on. Second is the reliance on gender
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stereotypes. This is operationalized as a score based on responses to five valence

questions about a candidate. Third is the perceived qualifications of the candidate

to hold both the governor’s seat and the potential to seek the presidency. This is

operationalized on a 1-7 scale where 1 is “not at all qualified” and 7 is “extremely

qualified.” Fourth is vote choice, operationalized as who the respondent chooses to

support after engaging with the information.

What Data DPTE Collects, and How DPTE Col-

lects It

DPTE records several kinds of data. First, there are rectangular datasets that

record counts and duration data. Ostensibly, each respondent could take a com-

pletely unique path through the DPTE experiment provided there are enough

options. For example, a respondent could choose to look at one piece of informa-

tion for the first candidate Kate, and three for Laura. For this reason, the types

of data the DPTE program provides a research is important to distinguish. For

the purposes of this paper, the Counts data are most important. These provide

the researcher information on the number of flow items each respondent views.

DPTE also provides the researcher with recorded events data. This long (rather

than wide) dataset provides the researcher information on each distinct phase of

the experiment a respondent embarks on. DPTE records the order in which a re-

spondent views or clicks any element of the experiment, and the time elapsed on

each element. For example, DPTE tells the researcher that respondent 45 clicked

on “Kate Wallace’s Education” flow item and viewed it for 15 seconds.

To better explain the types of data DPTE collects, I will give an example. Say

you are a respondent in my DPTE study. You begin by consenting to take the study

(recorded datapoint). You then are told you will evaluate an election between two

candidates running in your party for the governor’s seat. The screen explains that
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you will have 2 minutes and 30 seconds to read any (or no) information you choose

about the two candidates. This is the flow stage. Once in the flow stage, DPTE

records each move you make. For example, if you view Kate Wallace’s Education

background, DPTE records that you a) clicked on this flow box, and b) for how long

you viewed that flow box. If you next click on Laura Lewis’s professional experience,

and view it for 20 seconds, DPTE records that too. This process continues until the

time runs out. Then, the respondent is asked the dependent variable questions for

each candidate. These include how warm or cold Laura seems, and how warm or

cold Kate seems, for example. Once the dependent variable measures are collected,

demographic variables are also collected and the experiment concludes.

Findings

The first hypothesis states that elections between two women will have the highest

levels of stereotype reliance. In order to test this hypothesis, we examine the mean

stereotype reliance scores across conditions to see whether respondents in a par-

ticular condition have heavier reliance on stereotypes to evaluate the candidates

than in other electoral contexts. Put another way: I am testing whether respon-

dents assign feminine or masculine stereotypes to candidates based on the gender

of their opponent. This is a replication of the goals of Chapter 2. Recall, stereo-

type reliance is measured on a scale of valence measures, including Harsh/Lenient,

Hard/Soft, Cold/Warm, Distant/Caring, and Strong/Weak. Figure 8 illustrates

that indeed, there are differences in stereotype reliance across conditions. On the

Y axis, zero represents the midpoint. Above zero indicates an overall reliance on

feminine stereotypes; below zero an overall reliance on masculine stereotypes.

I first present the individual candidate stereotype reliance scores. These scores

are the mean scores each candidate receives in each condition. First, we examing

mean stereotype reliance scores for respondents who evaluated elections between

Kate and other candidates. Since every respondent evaluated Kate in either a
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Figure 3.7: Stereotype Reliance Scores for Kate Alone

feminine or masculine setting, Kate is the only candidate with four mean scores

displayed below.

As Figure 7 displays, Kate is evaluated with the least reliance on gender stereo-

types when her opponent is a man, and Kate is running with masculine traits and

policies. There is a significant difference between voter evaluations of Kate running

with masculine policies and traits against a man compared to the voter evalua-

tions of Kate running against other types of opponents. While these findings do

not directly support hypothesis one, they do illustrate that a woman running with

masculine traits against a man could result in less biased evaluations from voters

than if she ran with more feminine traits or against another woman.

We turn now to mean stereotype reliance scores for respondents who evaluated

elections where Laura ran. We can see in Figure 8 that there is a meaningful

difference between Laura running with masculine traits and policies versus feminine

traits and policies. When Laura runs with masculine traits and policy foci, voters

rely significantly less heavily on gender stereotypes to evaluate Laura than when

she runs with feminine policies and traits.

Finally, we examine the reliance on gender stereotypes when voters evaluate
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Figure 3.8: Stereotype Reliance Scores for Laura Alone

Mark as a candidate. Mark always runs as masculine in this experiment. Below

are the results.

We can see that there are no significant differences for how Mark is evaluated

across conditions. Specifically, voters do not evaluate Mark significantly differently

based on who his opponent is. This is different for the women candidates we ex-

amined above. For the female candidates, voter evaluations changed based on the

electoral context. This is not the case for male candidates, it appears. However, the

data hint that Mark is viewed as more masculine when he runs against a female

candidate, as evidence by the near-significance of this figure.

We subsequently find partial support for the first hypothesis, which held that

elections between two women will have the highest levels of stereotype reliance.

When we examine the candidates alone, we see that women are evaluated with

more reliance on gender stereotypes when they run on feminine policies and traits.

We now examine the mean stereotype reliance scores by condition for the en-

tire election. This is important because respondents evaluated both candidates

simultaneously. While the results above give insight into the candidate pairings
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Figure 3.9: Stereotype Reliance Scores for Mark Alone

and how that may influence stereotype reliance, the results for the entire election

can better illustrate whether we should accept or reject the first hypothesis. Figure

10 presents these analyses.

Interestingly, the results of this figure contrast with Chapter 2 findings. Chap-

ter 2 found that respondents assigned mostly masculine traits to all candidates

regardless of the nature of the race. While there are still significant differences in

these findings, they are in the opposite direction. When voters evaluate a masculine

woman versus a male candidate, they have the least amount of stereotype reliance

compared to other conditions. This finding is the same as Chapter 2. An election

where a man running against a woman who, for all intents and purposes, is running

“as a man” is evaluated with the least amount of gender stereotypes compared to

all other conditions. Specifically, there is a large and significant difference between

an election where a man competes against a masculine woman and where a man

competes against a feminine woman (yellow). It appears that the feminine woman

is evaluated with a higher reliance on male gender stereotypes when her opponent

is a man.
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Figure 3.10: Stereotype Reliance Scores of Entire Election by Condition

What is interesting about these results in particular is the finding that when a

voter evaluates an election between two feminine women, there is a higher reliance

on masculine stereotypes to evaluate that election compared to a masculine woman

running against a man. Contrasting these two conditions provides us with a puzzle.

Why would voters evaluating two highly feminine women rely more heavily on

masculine gender stereotypes than an election between a masculine woman and

a man? It is quite possible that in their mind’s eye, political candidates are still

almost exclusively men. Subsequently, voters might evaluate a woman candidate,

even when she’s highly feminine, with more reliance on what they perceive the

‘ideal politician’ might be: a man bearing masculine traits and policy issues when

there is no man in the race. Possible explanations for these particular findings

include that this study relied upon student respondents for half of the sample,

and evidence suggests that students in particular have a certain profile in mind

for the ‘ideal’ political candidate (Tandoc-Juan et. al, 2019). This, coupled with
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respondents in this experiment were told that the candidates in their assigned

election were running for governor, they could have easily attributed power-seeking

intentions to the female candidates and subsequently relied on more masculine

gender stereotypes to evaluate their assigned election.

Returning to the hypothesis, “elections between two women will have the high-

est levels of stereotype reliance”, we can only partially accept this hypothesis.

While elections between two women were significantly different from a mascu-

line woman competing against a man, respondents in the condition where they

evaluated an election between a feminine and masculine woman was not signifi-

cantly different than a masculine woman versus a man. Furthermore, there was no

significant difference between stereotype reliance in respondents who evaluated a

feminine woman versus a man compared to both all-woman electoral conditions.

We now turn to Hypothesis 2, which states that information ameliorates bias.

The more information (flow boxes) voters click on, the less biased their evaluations

will be. This is where this paper branches off from replicating Chapter 2 results,

and employs DPTE to confirm or reject new hypotheses about the relationship

between information seeking and stereotype use in candidate evaluation.

Below is a histogram of the information seeking frequencies respondents en-

gaged in. We can see that most respondents looked at between 0-18 flow items.

There were 14 unique flow items per condition, but respondents could ‘go back’

and look at a flow item before it disappeared from the flow if they so chose. Based

on the frequency below, most respondents did not ‘re-click’ on flow items; rather,

they viewed each once or did not view each flow item.

The mean number of flow items is 10.55, and the data are bimodal. Respondents

most frequently accessed 11 and 13 flow items.

Hypothesis 2 states information will ameliorate bias in evaluations of women

candidates. Figure 12 suggests that there are minimal significant differences in

information seeking across each condition. Recall that flow items accessed during

the information seeking period can include information about both candidates.
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Figure 3.11: Histogram of Flow Items Accessed
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Figure 3.12: Average Flow Items Accessed by Condition

Figure 3.13: Histogram of Stereotype Reliance Scores
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Figure 3.14: Mean Stereotype Reliance by Flow Items Accessed

Subsequently, the average flow items accessed by condition helps us to understand

whether voters seek more or less information based on the type of election they are

assigned to evaluate. There are near-significant differences between the conditions

with two women candidates and conditions with a male and female candidate,

suggesting the novelty of two female candidate races may cause voters to seek out

more information about the candidates.

We also examine the average stereotype reliance scores by condition. This helps

us consider whether information ameliorates bias. Figure 14 illustrates that there

are no significant differences between categories of flow items accessed and stereo-

type reliance scores. Subsequently, we reject Hypothesis 2, which states that infor-

mation will ameliorate bias in evaluations of women candidates.

We now turn to Hypothesis 3, which states that respondents will view women

candidates as less qualified to hold office when her opponent is another woman.

We will first examine respondent evaluations of candidates on perceived qualifi-

cations to hold the governor’s office. Respondents are presented with the election

to evaluate as a gubernatorial election from the outset of the experiment. Each

respondent is assigned an election as a whole, meaning they are simultaneously
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Condition 1 Feminine Woman vs. Masculine Woman
Condition 2 Feminine Woman vs. Feminine Woman
Condition 3 Feminine Woman vs. Man
Condition 4 Masculine Woman vs. Man

Figure 3.15: Ratings of Kate for Governor When Kate is Feminine

evaluating two candidates as they would in a real-world setting. Subsequently, the

figures below present the mean ratings of each candidate for governor when his or

her opponent is another particular candidate. The table of conditions is presented

above as reference.

As Figure 15 illustrates, ratings of qualification to be governor are not statisti-

cally significantly different from one another. Kate is evaluated no differently than

her opponent in each condition in terms of her perceived qualifications to hold the

governor’s seat. These findings are consistent with my findings in Chapter 2.

When asked about Kate holding presidential office in ten years however, things

change. In Figure 16, Kate is viewed as significantly less qualified to hold presi-

dential office when she runs with feminine traits and policies and her opponent is

another feminine woman. The figure represents the mean stereotype reliance score

for each condition. Take for example the first data point on the lefthand side. This
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Figure 3.16: Ratings of Kate for President When Kate is Feminine

indicates that when Kate is presented with predominantly masculine traits and

her opponent is a man, respondents view her as significantly more qualified to be

president when compared to when Kate is feminine and competes against Laura,

a masculine woman which is the second datapoint from the right. This is in line

with Hypothesis 3: respondents will view women candidates as less qualified to

hold office when her opponent is another woman.

Turning to ratings of perceived qualification of Laura, we can examine Figure

17. When asked about perceived qualifications to hold the governor’s seat, respon-

dents do not view Laura to be significantly more or less qualified to be governor

when Laura is masculine or feminine and competes against a feminine woman

(Kate). This pattern holds in Figure 18, where we see Laura’s ratings when she

runs for president.

Finally, we turn to evaluations of perceived qualifications to hold office for

Mark, who always runs with masculine traits and policies. In Figure 19, we see

that Mark is perceived as no more or less qualified to hold the governor’s seat

when he faces different female opponents.
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Figure 3.17: Ratings of Laura for Governor

Figure 3.18: Ratings of Laura for President
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Figure 3.19: Ratings of Mark for Governor

Figure 3.20: Ratings of Mark for President
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Respondents assigned to evaluate elections where Mark is a candidate result

in the only non-significant outcomes in regard to presidential qualifications. While

in other conditions there are significant differences in perceived qualifications for

holding presidential office depending on who the candidate runs against, these

patterns do not hold when Mark runs against women opponents. Figures 19 and

20 detail these findings. As we can see, when Mark runs against Kate (masculine

woman) and Laura (feminine woman), he fairs no better or worse depending on

his opponent.

Findings Summary

Hypothesis 1 stated that elections between two women will have the highest levels

of stereotype reliance. I find partial support for this hypothesis. When examin-

ing the mean voter stereotype reliance scores, I do find that when women run on

feminine policies and traits they are evaluated with more reliance on stereotypes

than when they run on masculine policies or traits. I also examine the elections

as a whole, where I found divergent results from my second chapter, which found

that elections between two women had the highest levels of reliance on feminine

gender stereotypes. In this chapter, I find still that elections between two women

had higher levels of stereotype reliance, but the reliance was on masculine gender

stereotypes. Furthermore, there were only significant differences of mean stereo-

type reliance scores between particular conditions. This is in line with my findings

in my second chapter. The main election of interest, a feminine woman versus fem-

inine woman, was significantly different in this chapter from a masculine woman

running against a man. However, there were no significant differences between

the feminine woman versus feminine woman condition and two other conditions:

feminine woman versus man and feminine woman versus masculine woman. To

emphasize– these findings are not wholly divergent from chapter 2. What was

interesting, however, was the reliance on masculine stereotypes in all conditions
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rather than feminine stereotypes.

Hypothesis 2 stated that information ameliorates bias. The more information

(flow boxes) voters click on, the less biased their evaluations will be. I find no sup-

port for this hypothesis. I set out to try to find ameliorating effects on bias. While

literature I reviewed at the beginning of this chapter suggested that perhaps in

this experimental context, information could ameliorate bias, it is also indicated in

the literature that biases are incredibly pervasive and strong in the face of change.

Specifically, motivated reasoning could be one way to explain why information does

not ameliorate bias in the context of competitive elections. Motivated reasoning oc-

curs when people are faced with evidence that contradicts prior attitudes, resulting

in the rejection of new information. Put another way, prior attitudes lead voters

to processes information in a motivated way, biased against selectively including

information that confirms or affirms prior held beliefs (Kunda, 1987) (Baekgaard

et al., 2019)

Subsequently, if respondents in my experiments largely believe that women are

not the prototypical political candidates (as evidenced by their evaluating women

to be less qualified to be president), information may not change these biased be-

liefs. Additionally, respondents had complete freedom over information. Respon-

dents were not forced to click on any flow boxes, read them critically, or recall

information beyond answering questions about how they felt about candidates.

The selective inclusion of information that confirms stereotypes voters hold about

women political candidates could have easily occurred for many respondents. This

could have led to my results, which show that information does not ameliorate

biases against women political candidates. I find no support for Hypothesis 2.

I find support for Hypothesis 3: respondents will view candidates who run

against a feminine woman to be less qualified to hold the presidential office. Kate

(feminine woman) was evaluated as less qualified to be president when her opposi-

tion was Laura (also feminine). Laura (feminine) was evaluated as more qualified

to be president when her opposition was a man. In line with my second chapter’s
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findings, there are no significant differences in perceptions of qualifications at the

governor level.

Conclusion and Future Directions

On the whole, these findings point to overarching support for my theory of gender

saturation. I do find divergent results in that stereotype reliance in this DPTE

experiment was on masculine stereotypes rather than feminine. However, it is

clear that voters on the whole evaluate elections between two women differently

than they do other electoral contexts, especially when those two women present

themselves as highly feminine.

Implications of these findings include similarities to my second chapter. Women

candidates are still evaluated differently, and with more bias, when they run against

other women. Moreover, female candidates may win office at similar rates to male

candidates, but women candidates face particular challenges, including stereotypic

evaluations as presented in this chapter as well as my second chapter.

Departures in implications from my second chapter center around the informa-

tion seeking processes. The results found in this chapter suggest that in electoral

contexts where there is little to no information known about candidates, voters de-

fault to relying on masculine gender stereotypes to evaluate candidates, especially

if two women are competing. As discussed above, I propose that this is because in

a voters’ mind’s eye, a political candidate is a man, and embodies stereotypically

male characteristics. Subsequently, respondents ascribe and evaluate candidates

with such masculine traits– even in the face of completely contradictory informa-

tion such as information that explains the candidate is a wife or mother or holds

highly feminine policy priorities.

Experimental work provides researchers unique opportunities to isolate the ef-

fects of a particular element of the political process. This chapter and my second

chapter do just this– illustrate that voters do indeed rely on gender stereotypes to
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evaluate elections, particularly elections between two women candidates. My next

and final chapter investigates this phenomenon in a ‘real world’ setting. I now turn

to examine how voters might misperceive candidate ideology, especially when the

races they evaluate are ones with two women competing for the same seat.
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Chapter 4

Chapter 4: Femininity and

Misperception: Do voters

misperceive the ideology of

women candidates?

Scholarship illustrates that a) women candidates are more likely to be evaluated

by voters with reliance on gender stereotypes than male candidates and b) that

women candidates may be perceived as more liberal than male candidates. This

literature relies primarily on experimental work to garner respondent reactions to

particular candidates. Specifically, scholars have examined appearance (Laustsen

and Petersen, 2015) (Laustsen and Petersen, 2016), policy preferences (Huddy and

Terkildsen, 1993), and candidate traits (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993) (Merolla

and Zechmeister, 2009) Literature from political communication has also consid-

ered how candidates behave on social media and in advertisements (Evans and

Clark, 2016). In this chapter, I examine whether the actions of candidates via

their websites have direct implications for voters’ perceptions of candidate ideol-

ogy. Put another way: does highlighting feminine traits (being a mother, wife) and
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policies (education, women’s issues) directly impact whether voters see them as

more liberal?

This chapter begins by undertaking an examination of existing literature on

ideology and how voters form impressions of candidate ideologies. This allows me

to begin discussing what ideology is, and how voters use it. Specifically, I examine

how women candidates might be perceived as more liberal than male candidates or

members of Congress, and whether this perception has any grounding in reality. I

then briefly review the literature on gender stereotypes and their potential impacts.

I then examine my original dataset on candidate websites, followed by a discussion

of utilizing these data in conjunction with the Cooperative Congressional Election

Study.

I broadly find that how voters perceive women candidates depends on the party

and chamber the candidate is running for. Additionally, I find little evidence to

suggest that femininity as measured from candidates’ campaign websites influences

perceptions of candidate ideology. My contributions to the literature are first that

I incorporate a measure of candidate ideology into examination of gender and poli-

tics, and second, I present a new way to measure how candidates present themselves

through the coding of candidate websites(Bonica, 2014).

Ideology is “a set of beliefs about the proper order of society and how it can be

achieved” (Erikson, N.d.). A multidimensional conceptualization of ideology ex-

amines what scholars term operational and symbolic ideology (Ellis and Stimson,

2012). Operational ideology refers to issue based on policy opinions. Symbolic ide-

ology refers to “abstract ideological labels, images and categories” (Jost, Federico

and Napier, 2009), p. 312). Ellis and Stimson use this multidimensional model of

ideology, and find that citizens are more operationally liberal and symbolically con-

servative. A multidimensional model of ideology is better than asking respondents

about policy preferences or asking for self placement alone. By asking about policy

preferences and also asking for ideological self placement, scholars obtain a better

sense of a voters’ true ideology and the groupings of ideological voters within the
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electorate.

Ideology is formatted in response to personal psychological needs, such as un-

certainty and ambiguity (Graham, Haidt and Nosek, 2009). Ideology can operate as

a heuristic to voters when evaluating political candidates (Huckfeldt et al., 2005).

Indeed, Feldman and Conover provide one of the canonical works in candidate per-

ception, utilizing the Current Population Survey (CPS) data from 1974-1976. They

sought to understand how voters made determinations about candidates running

for office. They write that “our analysis clearly revealed that when voters attempt

to determine where candidates stand on various issues they rely to a great extent

on their prior experiences with the issue positions of members of that party or

ideological group” (Feldman and Conover, 1983), p 836). When voters can rely on

prior information or experiences with a member of a group, they can apply that

existing knowledge to a new situation.

When voters receive conflicting cues about a candidate the voter has to work a

bit harder to form an impression or opinion on that candidate. One way to limit the

cognitive effort of forming an impression on a candidate who does not necessarily

‘fit the mold’ is to use category based impression formation (Koch, 2002). Koch uses

the ANES to study what moderates the use of candidate gender to infer candidate

ideology on a woman candidate. He finds that candidate visibility, stereotypes, and

political awareness all influence how a voter decides whether a candidate is liberal

or conservative, and how much that voter relies on candidate gender to come to

that conclusion.

Prior information is not the only studied method of voter perceptions of ide-

ology. Scholars have examined political awareness as a determinant of perceived

candidate ideology (Montagnes and Rogowski, 2015), expert opinions on candi-

date ideology (Maestas, Buttice and Stone, 2014), legislative voting records (Shor

and McCarty, 2011), and the makeup of a candidate’s Twitter followers (Barberá,

2015). All of these methods help researchers understand how voters perceive the

political ideology of a particular candidate. All of these methods have flaws. (Tau-
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sanovitch and Warshaw, 2016) test these measures, finding that they often do not

accurately predict the true ideology of the candidate. Tausanovitch and Warshaw

do not propose an alternative or better measure. Subsequently, I move forward with

caution with my chosen measure of candidate ideology: the CF-Score, created by

examining campaign finance contributions to candidates (Bonica, 2014).

Voters perceive a difference between men and women representatives in terms

of ideology. A gender gap did exist on ideology between men and women represen-

tatives in terms of their voting in Congress. Women in Congress are more likely

to vote in a liberal direction than men (Welch, 1985). However, other studies have

found that no such gender gap persisted after including more control variables into

the model (Schwindt-Bayer and Corbetta, 2004) (Frederick, 2009).

Measuring Campaign Finance

If we want to know if voters are misperceiving female candidates’ ideological po-

sitions, we need a measure of these canddiates’ actual ideological positions. Adam

Bonica created a spatial model of donations to political candidates, which “in

its most basic form, spatial giving posits that contributors prefer ideologically

proximate candidates to those who are more distant” (Bonica, 2014), page 369).

Previously, scholars created measures of the ideology of members of Congress. For

example, NOMINATE scores were the first to provide point-estimate ideological

scores based on roll call voting (Poole and Rosenthal, 1985). Other models emerged

from this, working off of different bases, and McCarty and Poole began including

PAC contributions as point estimates for the ideological position of House or Sen-

ate members. A disadvantage of these ideological scores for members of Congress

is that they are not available for female candidates running as challengers or in

open seats. Bonica’s work is an improvement on McCarty and Poole’s method,

which improves the overall quality of the measure and estimates. While details of

how Bonica creates the CF-score are crucial, they are not addressed in detail here
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(Bonica, 2014).

Voters rely on heuristics, or cognitive shortcuts, to make everyday decisions in-

cluding political decisions such as evaluating candidates running for office. Stereo-

types are a type of heuristics. Stereotypes are a process through which people

directly or indirectly develop beliefs about particular social groups (Macraie and

Hewstone, 1996). Gender stereotypes are just one way that voters can minimize

their cognitive effort when evaluating political candidates. Research shows that

voters rely on gender stereotypes to evaluate candidates running for office (Huddy

and Terkildsen, 1993). Women candidates are stereotyped to be more compassion-

ate, warm, honest and expressive, while men are stereotyped to be stronger, more

decisive, competent, and better in a crisis (Burrell, 1996) (Fox, Richard; Lawless,

2004). Women candidates are believed by voters to be more equipped to handle

women’s policies, healthcare policy, and compassion-related policies such as child-

care, public assistance, etc. Male candidates are believed by voters to be more

competent in policies relating to conflict or warfare, tax and economic issues, and

foreign policy (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993). Research also illustrates that vot-

ers prefer their representatives to have more masculine personalities during times

of war or terror (Merolla and Zechmeister, 2009). Voters also take candidate ap-

pearance into account. More feminine, warm or kind faces are viewed by voters

as better equipped to handle intergroup cooperation issues, while masculine faces

are seen as dominant, powerful, and better equipped for intergroup conflict or war

(Laustsen and Petersen, 2016). Because of these stereotypes about women candi-

dates, voters are more likely to perceive women canddiates as supporting a more

activist role for the government protecting citizens. Thus, voters are more likely to

perceive women candidates as liberal.
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Hypotheses

Scholars have yet to examine in depth whether voters are more likely to misperceive

the ideology of women candidates compared to male candidates. Subsequently, I

present the following research question: What factors lead voters to misperceive

the ideology of women candidates running for congressional office? To explore this

question, I offer the following hypothesis:

1. Candidates who portray themselves are highly feminine on their campaign

websites will result in increased misperception of candidate ideology.

2. Ideology and party identification of the voter will directly influence the voters’

perceptions of candidate ideology.

3. Voters who agree with the statement “feminists make reasonable demands

of men” will view candidates as more liberal than voters who do not agree

with the statement.

Measurement

To test my hypotheses I need three types of information: 1) I need a measure

of the actual ideology of women candidates, 2) I need a measure of how women

candidates present themselves to the voters, and 3) I need a measure of how voters

perceive the ideology of female candidates.

In order to test the first hypothesis, I first had to code candidate websites. I

describe this process below. I undertook a data collection process to code women

candidate websites who ran in general elections at the national level in 2018. This

included women running for the House, Senate, or U.S. Delegate if from a United

States territory (such as Guam).1 In total, there were 268 women who ran in

1I sourced the lists of women candidates at the national level from the CAWP. The lists can
be found at https://cawp.rutgers.edu/
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general election races in 2018 at the national level. I utilized the Internet Archive

Wayback Machine to look at each candidate website as it was on a particular day.

Below is a screenshot of what the Wayback Machine looks like when you search

for Alyse Galvin’s campaign website. Ms. Galvin lost her general election in 2018,

which makes the Internet Archive indispensable. Many candidates do not maintain

their domain names once they have lost; subsequently, the Internet Archive is one

of the only ways to obtain information on the candidate.

We can see that when a URL is typed in, the Wayback Machine shows when

the website in question was scraped. I then scroll down to look at October and

November of 2018, and find the nearest date to the 2018 general election without

surpassing the November 5th date. This is to ensure that the website is being coded

as a campaign website and not as a website representing the views or goals of the

newly elected Representative or Senator. Once I find a suitable date where the

Wayback Machine has captured the website, I click on the date and time I would

like to view. I then code the website in question. The goals of coding candidate

websites are as such:

1. To gain a better understanding of the platforms women candidates take on

2. To examine whether women candidates champion masculine or feminine poli-

cies

3. To examine whether women candidates embody feminine stereotypes voters

hold about women running for office

4. To examine whether women candidates embody masculine stereotypes voters

hold about office-seekers in order to make themselves more electable

The Wayback Machine can experience difficulties retrieving a capture from a

particular website. Subsequently, there are missing data in my dataset of candidate

websites. The most common reason for a candidate website being un-codable is that

the Wayback Machine attempted to crawl and capture a website, but the crawl
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Figure 4.1: Wayback Machine Example
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failed. In the screenshot above this failure is exemplified in green. If the Wayback

Machine could not crawl the website between August 25th -November 5th, I coded

the website as NA or un-codeable.

I code for four categories of information: website information (photo, loca-

tion of issues), policy information (for example, education and healthcare), trait

information (such as leadership or empathy), and candidate information, for ex-

ample, whether the candidate mentioned their opponent or highlighted their gen-

der in their biography. A list of variables coded is as follows: education, poverty,

healthcare, abortion, group advocacy, governemtn reform, women’s issues, de-

fense/military/foreign policy, homeland security, jobs/economy, crime/guns, en-

vironment, transportation, civil rights, leadership, empathy, family oriented.

Each of the variables are coded 1 if the website contained information about

the policy, or if the biography featured a particular trait. 0 was coded if not men-

tioned. Two of the categories produce enough data to result in a femininity score.

The policy issues and candidate traits coded form an additive scale. I recode the

stereotypically masculine policy issues and traits that were coded as ‘1’ to -1. This

means that if a candidate mentioned her leadership skills (a stereotypically mascu-

line trait), she would be ‘punished’ and her femininity score would be lower than

a woman candidate who did not highlight her leadership.

Below I include general information to give a better picture of the data.

The vast majority of women running in 2018 in general elections ran for the

United States House of Representatives. Additionally, most of those women were

Democrats. More women running were challengers, with some women running as

either an incumbent or in an open race. More women lost their races than won

them.

The first thing I code for on each website is the photos on the website. Most

commonly, candidates display one main photo on their front page, with additional

photos dispersed elsewhere on the website. I code the first photo one sees when

entering the website. The most common type of photo is the candidate alone in
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Figure 4.2: Office Sought of Candidates in Dataset

Figure 4.3: Party Affiliation of Candidates in Dataset
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Figure 4.4: Incumbency Status of Candidates in Dataset

Figure 4.5: Offices Sought within Dataset
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Figure 4.6: Photos on Candidate Websites

a non-campaign setting. Some candidates display photos of themselves with con-

stituents or the candidate doing something in the community. Other candidates

display themselves with family or partners, even a dog. Below are summary statis-

tics on photos.

I also code for whether the candidates mention their opponent. While opposition-

attacking typically happens in TV advertisements, some candidates do highlight

the differences between them and their opposition, as shown below.

I also examine whether the candidates highlight their gender as a part of their

website. For example, Susan Huchison claims that “as a wife mother and daugh-

ter. . . ” she’d make a good representative, while Nita Lowey highlighted that she

was the first woman to serve as Ranking Member of the House Appropriations
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Figure 4.7: Do Candidates Mention Opponent?

Committee. Below I present how candidates talk about themselves, and whether

they highlight their gender.

The data presented above gives us a clear picture that candidates do go to

considerable efforts to portray themselves in a particular way. Whether conscious

or not, women candidates running at the national level do come across to the voter

as feminine or not highly feminine, depending on the website, traits, and policies

highlighted. Now that we have a more clear picture of how women candidates are

positioning themselves to voters on traits and policies we turn to the CCES to see

whether femininity of candidates influences how voters perceive the candidates’

ideologies.

Leveraging the Cooperative Congressional Elec-

tion Study

I utilized the Cooperative Congressional Election Study (CCES) to measure how

voters perceive women candidates. The CCES is administered to approximately
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Figure 4.8: Do Candidates Highlight their Gender?

50,000 every election year. The study asks common content questions as well as

demographic questions. This large representative sample of the American electorate

provides researchers with invaluable data to test how voters feel on salient political

issues and how they perceive and evaluate existing representatives and candidates

for office. I leverage the 2018 CCES to test my research question and hypotheses.

The dependent variable for this paper is perception of candidate ideology, as asked

in the CCES: “How would you rate each of the following individuals or groups?

[insert House Candidate 1 here]”. The CCES asks respondents about each House

and Senate candidate individually, and respondents are asked to place them as

very liberal, liberal, somewhat liberal, middle of the road, somewhat conservative,

conservative, or very conservative, or not sure.

I include a series of demographic and independent variables into my models in

order to best test the influences over perceptions of candidate ideology. Specifically,

I include gender, news interest, whether the respondent voted in 2018, age, edu-
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cation, ideology, party identification, race, military service, campaign donations,

and whether the respondent was a parent. Finally, I included a variable that asks

whether the voter believes ”feminists are making reasonable demands of men.”

These demographic independent variables help give insight into which voters are

more likely to misperceive the ideology of a woman candidate.

I drop respondents who indicate they are ’not sure’ about candidate ideology. I

recode the perceived ideology scores so that a high value indicates the perception

that the woman candidate was viewed as more liberal.

I also include several variables from outside the CCES that I believed were

potential explanatory variables. To include these variables required matching the

variables to each respondent case that evaluated a woman candidate. As men-

tioned above, the CF-score gives us an accurate approximation of the true ide-

ological positioning of a particular candidate, so this score is included for each

woman candidate. CF-scores provide a way to examine the perceived versus actual

ideology of both incumbent and challenger candidates at the congressional level.

Specifically, I utilize the CF-scores for women candidates running at the national

level. I investigate whether voters are more likely to misperceive the ideology of

women running for office. To do this, I must first briefly review the literature on

how voters evaluate female candidates. I also included my own femininity score,

as discussed above. I added a variable for whether the woman candidate was an

incumbent, challenger, or running in an open race.

I run four seperate models for each chamber and party. Voters rated each group

of women candidate separately: Democratic House candidates, Republican House

candidates, Democratic Senate candidates and Republican Senate candidates. I

utilize an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression, as my dependent variable

is continuous. I clustered by each contest to account for any unique aspects the

contest in a particular state (for Senate) or any particular congressional district

(for House). This also provides the robust standard errors which are appropriate

for such models.
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Republican Candidates Democratic Candidates
For House 2.694 5.206
For Senate 2.701 5.487

Table 4.1

A full list of variables and their measurments is included below.

Results

Table 4.1 lists the mean ideological perception of women candidates running for

the House and Senate in 2018. As would be expected, Democratic candidates are

perceived as more liberal than Republican candidates. There appears to be no dif-

ference in the perceived ideology of Republican candidates running for the House

and Senate, as both are viewed as falling between the somewhat conservative to

conservative category. Women running as Democratic candidates for the Senate

appear to be perceived as slightly more liberal than those running for the House.

However, the perception of women running as Democrats indicates they are gen-

erally viewed as between somewhat liberal and liberal.

I run four regressions to generate results, one for each body of Congress and

party– Senate Democrats, Senate Republicans, House Democrats, House Repub-

licans. The dependent variable in these regressions is a seven category response,

making it appropriate to utilize an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. Below

is the regression results for each model.

Let’s begin by examining the CF-score variable and its effect on perceived can-

didate ideology. For this variable, remember that a lower CF-score suggests the

candidate is more liberal, while a positive score suggests the candidate is more

conservative. We can see that only for Senate Republicans and Democrats are CF-

scores significant. This could be because voters are more familiar with Senate races

as they are higher in profile. As the CF-score increases, or gets closer to 3, voters
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Figure 4.9: Variables included in OLS Regression
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Table 4.2

Model:

Senate Republicans Senate Democrats House Republicans House Democrats

(1) (2) (3) (4)

CF-Score -2.63∗∗∗ .031∗∗ -0.0002 -0.0003
(0.424) (0.009) (0.007) (.0009)

Femininity Score 0.359∗∗ -0.022 -0.015 0.001
(0.146) (0.023) (0.025) (0.013)

Incumbent Status -1.22∗∗∗ 0.362∗∗∗ -0.385∗∗ 0.265∗∗

(0.181) (0.072) (0.145) (0.090)

PID -0.070 0.197∗∗∗ 0.042 .142∗∗∗

(0.048) (0.016) (0.043) (0.021)

Ideology -0.229∗∗ -0.002 -0.044 0.015
(0.064) (0.019) (0.045) (0.025)

Feminists -0.165∗∗ -0.264∗∗∗ -0.180∗∗ -0.173∗∗

(0.051) (0.032) (0.085) (0.052)

Military Background -0.390 1.561∗∗ -1.14 1.402
(0.631) (0.699) (0.824) (0.906)

News Interest 0.392∗ -0.462∗∗∗ 0.408 -0.665∗∗∗

(0.163) (0.050) (0.338) (0.125)

Voted in 2018 0 .573∗ -0.101 -0.179 0.051
(0.240) (0.078) (0.172) (0.090)

Black 0.357 -0.265 0.191 -0.225∗

(0.233) (0.144) (0.349) (0.106)

White -0.050 0.069 -0.313 .034
(0.080) (0.051) (0.192) (0.071)

Education -0.214∗∗ 0.079 -0.094 0.199∗∗∗

(0.073) (0.042) (0.088) (0.038)

Age -0.002 0.0005 0.002 -0.002
(0.003) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001)

Donate To Campaign 0.252∗∗ -0.036 0.222∗∗ -0.167∗∗∗

(0.078) (0.050) (0.064) (0.034)

Parent -0.006 .074 0.023 0.089∗

(0.033) (0.066) (0.099) (0.045)

Gender 0.061 -0.026 -0.035 -0.157∗∗∗

(0.051) (0.055) (0.088) (0.036)

Constant 6.563∗∗ 2.035 4.394∗∗ 3.078
(1.542) (1.341) (1.625) (1.869)

Observations 3,545 9,672 2,408 8,690

R2 0.2015 0.2180 0.0847 0.1143

Note: ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.00
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tend to view Republican women candidates as more conservative. Similarly. For

Senate Democrats, as CF-scores increase, voters are likely to view candidates as

a bit more liberal. The expectation is that for both Republican and Democratic

candidates the direction of this coefficient should be negative – the coefficient for

the Senate Democrats is in an unexpected direction. Democratic Senate candi-

dates who are more moderate are being viewed as more liberal by the voters. The

magnitude of this effect for Senate Democrats, however, is quite small. Voters’

perceptions of House candidates are unrelated to the candidates actually ideol-

ogy, as measured by the CF-scores. House elections are typically low information

elections and the inability of voters to perceive the ideological positions of the

women candidates is another indication of this low information environment. The

lack of a strong relationship between the CF-scores and voters’ perceived ideolog-

ical positions of women candidates also may be the fault of the CF-scores. The

CF-scores are indirect measures of candidates’ ideology and may not capture the

actual ideology of candidates.

The femininity scores derived from candidate websites was significant only in

the Senate Republican model. The results suggest that when a candidates’ femi-

ninity score is higher, voters evaluating women running for Senate as Republicans

are more likely to view her as more moderate.

The femininity score was not significant in other models. There are several

possible explanations. First, voters could be relying on broad trait stereotypes

and less focused on policy stereotypes. Policy stereotypes make up roughly half of

the femininity score, so this could help explain the lack of significance the scores

bear on perceptions of candidate ideology. Additionally, the scoring perhaps did

not capture all of the information voters receive from candidates. Many voters

will likely see advertisements from candidates, but are perhaps unlikely to visit

candidate websites.

Incumbency status is coded as 1 if an incumbent, and 0 if challenger or open

race. The incumbency status variable is significant in all 4 models. It appears
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that incumbent Republican candidates running for either the House or the Sen-

ate are perceived as more conservative than Republican challengers or open seat

candidates. For Democratic incumbent candidates running for the House or the

Senate, both are perceived as more liberal than Democratic candidates running as

challengers or in open seat races. This result may seem odd, in that one would ex-

pect that voters would be better able to perceive the actual ideology of incumbent

candidates. These results may be the traits of survey respondents. When voters

have less information they often choose the middle options. By choosing a middle

options, i.e. moderate, voters provide the less well known challengers and open

seat candidates with a more moderate ideology than that of the better known

incumbent candidates.

Party identification follows the same pattern of significance as incumbent sta-

tus. Recall that party identification is coded as 1-7, very Republican to very Demo-

cratic. As voters get more Democratic, they are more likely to view Democratic

candidates as liberal. The pattern does not hold for Republican candidates. This

pattern could result from voters who are Republican perceiving candidates ac-

curately, rather than their partisanship influencing how conservative or liberal

they believe the candidates are. This may also be because Republican-leaning

respondents will perceive women Republican candidates as being more like men

Republican candidates. They view both women and men candidates as equally

conservative.

Interestingly, the ideology of voters does not have the same ifluence as party

identification on voters’ perceptions of women candidates’ ideological positions.

This may also be because Republican-leaning respondents will perceive women

Republican candidates as being more like men Republican candidates. They view

both women and men candidates as equally conservative. One possible explanation

is that conservatives are more attentive to Senate races, thus their ideology might

influence their perceptions of candidate ideology more than other groups.

Voters who agree with the statement “feminists are making reasonable demands
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of men” are likely to view the candidate as more conservative. This is likely because

voters who agree with the statement are likely feminist themselves. Voters who are

feminists or hold feminist goals may evaluate candidates in any party or race and

believe that the candidate is not advancing the goals of feminists or women as

much as she should.

Voters with military background who evaluate Senate Democrats are likely to

view the candidate as more liberal. This could be because Democrats are gener-

ally perceived as less interventionist than Republicans when it comes to war or

international conflict.

There is no clear pattern for news interest as an influence over perceived can-

didate ideology. The variable bears significant impact for voters evaluating Senate

Republicans, Senate Democrats, and House Democrats. Higher news interest for

voters evaluating Senate Republicans results in voters perceiving candidates as

more moderate, while news interest for voters evaluating Senate Democrats re-

sults in voters perceiving candidates as more moderate. Voters evaluating House

Democrats who consume more news view the candidates as more moderate. This

could be because more educated voters are likely to consume information that may

more accurately place a candidate in terms of ideology.

Having voted in 2018 does not bear a significant impact on perceptions of

candidate ideology, except for voters evaluating Senate Republicans. Those who

voted in 2018 are more likely to view Senate Republican candidates as a bit more

moderate than those who did not vote.

Black voters are likely to view House Democrats as a bit more moderate than

non-black voters. White voters are not significantly more likely to misperceive

candidate ideology than other races.

Education is significant for Senate Republicans and House Democrats. College

educated voters are significantly more likely to view Senate Republican candidates

as more conservative, while they are more likely to view House Democrats as more

liberal than non-college educated voters. This could be the case because more edu-
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cated voters are the most likely to engage in motivated reasoning; that is, educated

voters are more likely to take information and find a way to incorporate it into their

preexisting thoughts, or discard the information all together. Subsequently, when

voters receive information that is congruent (or incongruent) with what they al-

ready believe about a candidate’s ideology, they will allow it to reinforce what they

already believe rather than updating their beliefs to reflect the new information

(Druckman, 2012).

Age is not a significant predictor of voters’ perceptions of candidate ideology.

Donating to a political campaign is a significant predictor of perceived can-

didate ideology for voters evaluating candidates running as Senate Republicans,

House Republicans and House Democrats. For Senate Republicans and House Re-

publicans, voters who have donated to a campaign are significantly more likely to

view the candidate as more moderate, while voters evaluating a House Democrat

are likely to view the candidate as a bit more moderate. Perhaps voters who do-

nate to political campaigns donate with the hope that their candidate will move in

the direction of their ideology (for example, a Republican candidate will become

more conservative, and vice versa). This would explain why donating to a political

campaign may result in voters perceiving their candidates as a bit more moderate

than those who do not donate to a political campaign.

Being a parent seems to only matter for voters evaluating House Democrats,

and this effect is quite small. Nevertheless, parents perceive Democratic House

candidates as more liberal.

Gender is only a significant variable on perceptions of candidate ideology when

women evaluate House Democrats. Women perceive House Democrats to be slightly

more moderate than men. This could be a similar effect that we saw occurring with

‘feminists making reasonable demands’. Perhaps women hold women candidates

to a particular standard, and when they do not meet this standard of liberalism,

voters perceive them as a bit more moderate in ideology. This may also be be-

cause Republican-leaning respondents will perceive women Republican candidates
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as being more like men Republican candidates. They view both women and men

candidates as equally conservative.

On the whole, I do not find support for the hypothesis which states that ‘candi-

dates who portray themselves are highly feminine on their campaign websites will

result in increased misperception of candidate ideology’. Subsequently, I reject Hy-

pothesis 1. There could be several things driving these lack of results. First, party

identification, is most likely to drive perceived ideology of candidates according to

the literature. Broadly, I find support for such assumptions here. Voters are likely

to intuit candidate ideology from the candidate’s party identification, rather than

seek out or otherwise interact with information about the candidates themselves.

However, the lack of findings here does not necessarily suggest that candidate traits

or how candidates portray themselves is not influential on how voters perceive can-

didates. The websites were coded by me and only me, resulting in no inter-coder

reliability. While this does not mean the website coding is unreliable, it does mean

that I made each coding decision, which is a subjective process.

Hypothesis 2 states that ideology and party identification of the voter will

directly influence the voters’ perceptions of candidate ideology”. I do not find

consistent support for Hypothesis 2. Party identification was significant for voters

evaluating Democratic races in the House and Senate, while ideology was only

significant for voters evaluating women running as candidates for Senate as Re-

publicans. The lack of uniform influence on voter perception of candidate ideology

requires me to reject this hypothesis.

Finally, Hypothesis 3 stated that “Voters who agree with the statement ‘femi-

nists make reasonable demands of men’ will view candidates as more liberal than

voters who do not agree with the statement. I reject this hypothesis, but find inter-

esting results. Instead of agreement with the statement making voter evaluations

of candidates more liberal, it made them more conservative. I suggest this is the

case because voters who agree with the statement are likely feminist themselves.

Voters who are feminists or hold feminist goals may evaluate candidates in any
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party or race and believe that the candidate is not advancing the goals of feminists

or women as much as she should.

Discussion

This paper set out to discover what factors drive misperception of female candi-

dates running for office. The findings presented here suggest several things worthy

of further investigation. First, what is significant for one type of electoral contest is

not necessarily significant in the next. This suggests that based on party and body

of Congress, differing elements influence how voters view, and potentially misper-

ceive, the candidates’ ideologies. The findings that voters may not evenhandedly

evaluate women running for office by party and body of Congress also suggests

that women candidates are doing different things based on party and which seat

they are running for. It is important to note here that we cannot compare across

models, as the samples are different in respondents and size. However, we can make

some broad comparisons, which do suggest that there are meaningful differences

in how voters perceive candidates.

Future directions based off of this paper are numerous. First, I would under-

take the coding of men’s campaign websites to potentially better capture variation

among the body of campaign websites, and to illustrate the lengths women candi-

dates go to be perceived as likeable, balanced, and electable. Ideally, I could have

several coders help me with this task, ensuring inter-coder reliability.

In future election years, I would expand my dataset on candidate websites. As

more women run for office, more elections between two women will occur. It is not

possible to examine and compare the body of woman vs. woman elections here

because particularly in the Senate, the cases are too few. Despite not being able

to consider elections between two women here, it will be important going forward.

The body of scholarship we have on such elections, experimental or otherwise is

miniscule.
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I would also examine other measures of candidate ideology beyond the CF-

score. While no measure of candidate ideology is perfect, looking into measures

other than campaign finance that emerge in the coming years will be key to ad-

justing the expectations and outcomes of how voters evaluate political candidates;

in particular, women candidates.

Finally, I would attempt to include some additional external variables in my

analyses. While self-reported information and demographics are useful, external

variables give context to the campaign settings and broader world where voters

are forming candidate impressions. A timely example would be response to the

world-wide outbreak of coronavirus, or Covid19. Certainly each sitting Senate and

House member put out a statement, and voted on bills to extend funding and relief

to various sectors of the economy and support agencies. It is quite possible that

more high-profile challengers also made statements on the virus and its impacts.

Incorporating contextual data gives a richness to results that can help explain and

expand what we know about how voters evaluate political candidates.

Conclusion

While I do not find support for candidate website femininity contributing to per-

ceptions of candidate ideology, I gain a better understanding of how voters perceive,

and misperceive, candidate ideology. I find that what influences perception of can-

didate ideology varies by party and seat sought. I find that the only consistent

predictors of perceptions of candidate ideology are agreement with the statement

that feminists are making reasonable demands of men. This is likely because all

the candidates in my samples that voters are evaluating, and making ideologi-

cal assumptions about, are women. Women and feminism go hand in hand, even

for Republican candidates or Republican voters. No evidence presented here sup-

ported my hypothesis that candidates who presented themselves as feminine on

their websites would be more likely to be misperceived by voters as more liberal.
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Despite this, we gain important insights from null results such as these, and look to

future studies to improve our knowledge of the perceptions voters have of women

candidates.
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Chapter 5

Chapter 5: Conclusion

This dissertation set out to provide pioneering work on a particular question: do

voters evaluate elections between two women differently than they do elections

between a man and a woman or two men? In short, the answer to this question is

yes, voters rely more heavily on gender stereotypes to evaluate elections particularly

when two women are competing for the same seat.

My findings point to direct support for my theoretical expectations. The first

hypothesis of GST suggested that “ When two women run against each other in

either a primary or general election, party notwithstanding, evaluations of women

are more biased, and stereotypes are activated and utilized at a higher level when

compared to a male-female primary or general election. This pattern will hold in

both static (vignette) and dynamic (process tracing) evaluation environments. I find

support for this hypothesis in chapters one and two.

Gender Saturation Theory Hypothesis 2 stated “In dynamic evaluation envi-

ronments with two female candidates, stereotype reliance will be higher than in the

static environment. I predict this to be the case as a dynamic environment is more

cognitively challenging than a static environment, with more decisions and infor-

mation to process.” I did not find support for this hypothesis because the three

experiments were not directly comparable. I suggest how I can test this hypothesis
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in my future directions section of this conclusion.

Hypothesis 3 of GST suggested that In dynamic environments with mixed gen-

der or all male races, I predict that respondents will have lower stereotype reliance,

particularly when compared to static evaluation environments. This is in line with

Anderson and Ditonto, who find that respondents that viewed more information in

a dynamic evaluation environment exhibited reduced treatment effects” (Andersen

and Ditonto, 2018). Again, as the experiments are not directly comparable due to

different samples (and not wave studies), I cannot confirm or reject this hypothesis.

However, my work suggests that in the case of mixed gender or all-male races, vot-

ers do indeed rely less heavily on stereotypes to evaluate candidates. This pattern

held across static and dynamic experimental settings.

Key Findings

There are some key findings that I need to highlight from this dissertation. My

second chapter sets out to provide two experimental settings that confirm my initial

theory. Gender saturation theory posited that when two women compete for the

same seat, voters cannot rely on gender as an evaluatory cue, so they are forced to

rely on other heuristics. This reliance on other cues results in voters using gender

stereotypes to make conclusions about candidates. I find in both experiments in

my second chapter that voters rely most heavily on gender stereotypes when two

women compete for office. Importantly, this finding holds even when both women

‘run as men’, or with all the conventional trait and policy stereotypes of male

politicians. This suggests that voters are indeed evaluating elections between two

women differently because the two candidates are women.

My third chapter utilizes DPTE, the Dynamic Process Tracing Environment,

to examine whether information can ameliorate bias in voters’ evaluations of elec-

tions between two women. I find divergent results from my second chapter, in that

I find voters rely more on masculinie stereotypes to evaluate elections between
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

two women rather than feminine stereotypes. I explained in the chapter that these

results are not entirely counter-theoretical. Women candidates were still evaluated

differently and with more reliance on gender stereotypes when they ran against

other women. I suggest that these findings occur because voters picture a politi-

cal candidate as a man who embodies stereotypically male characteristics. Subse-

quently, respondents ascribe and evaluate candidates with such masculine traits–

even in the face of completely contradictory information such as information that

explains the candidate is a wife or mother or holds highly feminine policy priorities.

Unfortunately, I could not find evidence to support my hypothesis that infor-

mation ameliorates bias in candidate evaluation. I say unfortunately because it is

discouraging that voters a) choose to not seek information or b) seek it but do

not update their prior beliefs. This finding points to the continued difficulties that

women political candidates will face.

My last empirical chapter, Chapter 4, utilized the Cooperative Congressional

Elections Study (CCES) as well as an original hand-coded dataset on women can-

didates’ websites. I hypothesized that voters would be more likely to misperceive

the ideology of candidates who portray themselves as highly feminine on their

campaign websites. I did not find support for this hypothesis. I suggested that this

finding is likely because voters are more likely to gain information about candi-

dates from campaign advertisements or social media than they are from campaign

websites.

I concluded this chapter by highlighting the differences in influence across each

model. While not directly comparable, the four models (House Republican, House

Democrat, Senate Republican, Senate Democrat) all had different significant vari-

ables. This suggested that based on party and chamber, voters relied on different

things to make conclusions on the ideology of the candidates they were evaluating.

This finding is also in line with Gender Saturation Theory in that it provides an

interesting extension. While I did not find broad support for the assumption that

voters are more likely to misperceive the ideology of women candidates, I elucidate
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the variables that are likely to contribute to potential misperception.

Immediate Improvements

No dissertation is perfect, and this one is certainly no exception to this rule. There

are two key aspects of this manuscript that I would like to improve upon in the

future.

First, my main goal is to obtain higher-quality data to confirm my findings,

particularly in chapters 2 and 3. I utilized a combination of student sample, conve-

nience sample, and Mechanical Turk to collect my data. The reality of these data is

that they are not high-quality. I am confident in my results, and in the effectiveness

of random assignment, to be sure. However, re-collecting new samples to confirm

the results presented here will make my conclusions stronger, and the papers more

publishable.

Second, I would seek to replicate my findings from DPTE in another format.

While DPTE does provide incredible insights, I fear that the appearance of the

program and the clunky nature of the user experience could limit respondent atten-

tion or patience. As of the time of writing, DPTE is undergoing a ‘makeover’ and is

slated to be significantly updated. My hope is that the new and improved version

will provide similar excellent data while creating a sleeker respondent environment.

Future Directions

It is disheartening to write a conclusion to this dissertation which suggests that

women candidates face an uphill battle as it is in terms of voter reliance on stereo-

types, and this battle is only intensified when a woman candidate competes against

another woman, particularly if she portrays herself as more stereotypically femi-

nine. Unfortunately, this is the conclusion I am forced to make. Despite this, I offer

some encouraging thoughts moving forward, and will detail how I will incorporate
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these findings into my overall research agenda.

While gender stereotypes can influence overall vote choice, oftentimes these

stereotypic evaluations are overshadowed by partisanship, ideology, or other salient

concerns. Subsequently, simply because women are evaluated differently than men

as candidates for political office does not preclude women from winning office. This

is clearly detailed in the literature. As a political psychologist, however, it is my

desire to better understand why voters behave the way they do. My particular in-

terest (as it should now be clear) is to understand why voters see women candidates

differently than they do men, and how this results in differences in perceptions of

qualifications to hold political office.

My goal is to take the findings presented in this dissertation and move them

forward in the ways I detailed above. After making improvements to my samples

and replicating the findings here, I want to incorporate several more considerations

in this same vein that contribute to my overall research agenda.

My first goal would be a wave study, which surveys the same sample of people

at two or more distinct times. This allows the researcher to measure change across

time and different stimuli. I believe that there could still be hope that information

might ameliorate bias against women candidates. I suggest testing this through

a wave study, where respondents hear about woman candidate A in Time 1, and

then are presented in-depth information at Time 2, and then asked to evaluate her.

Politics changes quickly, and with time, new information, scandals, crises and the

like, opinions about politics and politicians changes, too. Of course, partisanship

is likely to drive opinion. However, wave studies offer the control of an experiment

with the more realistic sense of time included.

My second long-term goal to build off of GST would be to investigate compas-

sion. One dominating theory for why women candidates are perceived differently

than male candidates is that the issues and traits they put forth are based on the

assumption that women are more compassionate than men. This assumption is

never explicitly tested or shown to be true within the literature. It would be my
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aim to develop an in-depth measure of compassion.

The development of a scale of compassion would serve to: 1) Show people ex-

hibit compassion; 2) Can identify compassion and non-compassion. Beyond simply

developing this measure, we would then be able to; 3) Accurately measure levels

of compassion in relation to politics; 4) Examine whether women have more com-

passion than men on policy issues. I propose utilizing similar methods as Haidt

et al. to develop a scale of compassion. Asking respondents to identify acts they

and to become compassionate, policy they believe is compassionate, and people

they view as compassionate would allow for coding of a broad range of responses

to reflect varying levels of compassion. I could also field a study using Mechanical

Turk (MTurk, through Amazon).

Collecting data on what people believe compassion is and how to exhibit it

would lead me to the ability to give candidates and elected officials a compassion

score. Are women in elected office or women candidates actually more compassion-

ate than men? If they are, is this why more women run and win as Democrats

who tout more radical social policy? Can voters accurately identify compassionate

politicians? Do voters have enough information to identify which of their repre-

sentatives sponsors or champions ‘compassionate’ policies? If women are not more

compassionate than men, then the literature needs to dispense with the explana-

tion that women politicians are more compassionate and better equipped to tackle

‘compassionate’ policy issues. Scholars then should seek alternative explanations

for why women politicians gravitate towards liberal policy preferences and the

Democratic Party (Shapiro and Mahajan, 1986; Eagly et. al. 2004).

This dissertation is just the beginning. In the coming years, more and more

women will face primary or general election opponents who are also women, and

scholars will work hard to fully understand this phenomenon. It is my hope that

this dissertation and the subsequent works to follow provide the launch point for

a new line of research.
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Appendix: Experimental

Treatments

The following figures were treatments randomly assigned to my respondents. Each

brochure varied the gender, traits, and policy preferences of the candidates. Each

brochure is presented here as reference.
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